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Lowest voter turnout expected since '81
(AP) - Ohio voters go to the
polls today, faced with a number
of local races and issues as well
as a state ballot proposal that
backers say will help bail out
Ohio's depressed coal industry.
Secretary of State Sherrod
Brown last week predicted
slightly more than half of the
state's 6 million registered voters would actually go to the
polls. If Brown is correct, it
would represent the lowest voter
turnout since 1961. The weather
forecast called for a chance of
rain in the eastern half of the
state, with gradually clearing

skies in the west.
Topping ballots in Ohio's 88
counties will be State Issue 1, a
proposed constitutional amendment that would allow the state
to issue bonds totaling $100 million for research to find ways to
economically remove sulfur
from Ohio coal. Power companies say the state's high-sulfur
coal is too expensive to burn and
still meet air pollution standards.
The measure has been endorsed by a number of groups,
including the Ohio Farm Bureau
Federation, the Ohio Chamber

of Commerce, the Ohio Municipal League, the Ohio Democratic Party, the Public Utilities
Commission of Ohio, the Ohio
chapter of the American Lung
Association, the Ohio Mining
and Reclamation Association
and several laborgroups.
OPPOSING THE measure is
the Ohio Libertarian Party's
Cincinnati chapter, which calls
the proposal a bad investment
and not a legitimate function of
government.
In Cleveland and Toledo, two
northern Ohio cities with heavy
Democratic majorities, Repub-

lican mayors faced re-election
challenges.
In Cleveland, Mayor George
Voinovich faced a runoff with
city Councilman Gary Kucinich,
brother of former Cleveland
Mayor Dennis Kucinich. Voinovich defeated Dennis Kucinich
in 1079 and won nearly twothirds of the city's votes in a
nonpartisan mayoral primary
Oct. 1. Gary Kucinich was second in the primary voting, with
25 percent of the vote.
In Toledo. Mayor Donna
Owens is being challenged by
Democrat Michael Rankin, who

is making his first campaign for
public office. Among issues in
the campaign is the city's loss of
$19.2 million the city invested in
ESM Government Securities
Inc., a Florida investment firm
that collapsed March 4.
In Cincinnati, civil rights activist James Meredith is among
seven candidates for four school
board seats, while former Ohio
Ku Klux Klan Grand Dragon
Van Loman is one of 24 candidates for nine city council seats.
IN LORAIN, voters will decide whether to amend a city
ordinance to prohibit the disse-

mination of harmful material to
juveniles, the possession and
sale of child pornography, nude
dancing, and public nudity. Supporters say passage of the proposal will help the city define
community standards of obscenity and aid in future prosecutions.
Voters in Oberlin will decide
whether to ban non-returnable
bottles and cans from the northern Ohio city and whether to
make the city a nuclear free
zone, prohibiting work on nuclear warheads and weapon systems.

Differing views expressed
Election may influence University, city relations
by Valerie Qptak
staff reporter
The outcome of today's 1st
ward City Council election may
have an impact on the current
strained relations between the
University and community.
Republican incumbent Cindy
Henry and Democratic challenger Jim Davidson agree
these relations have been
strained lately, but their solutions to the problem differ
greatly.
While Davidson advocates
strong action against poor student housing, unsafe living conditions and student-police
relations, Henry wants individuals to "solve their own problems."
One of the issues concerning
both Davidson and Henry is the
quality of off-campus student
housing.
"The city should hang its head
in shame over some (of the
housing)," Davidson said, referring to many 1st ward rentals be
considers "slums."
LANDLORDS TAKE advantage of students because they

don't know how to complain, he
said.
Henry sees another side to the
story.
She believes students are
partly at fault for the physical
deterioration of apartment
buildings and said male tenants
especially neglect maintenance
of apartments.
"Landlords get distressed
when their property gets beat up
(by students),''she said.
If a tenant has a problem, a
simple complaint to the landlord
should solve it, Henry said.
"I wouldn't want to stir up a
big controversy (with landlords)," she said.
Davidson has already stirred
up some controversy.
Davidson said he has been
hearing complaints from students about housing for several
years. He has approached landlords and has advised students
that they should enforce their
rights as tenants.
Based on his five years of
experience in the 1st ward
neighborhood association, Davidson has several ideas on how
to improve landlord-tenant relations.

"Educating the students to
clean up after their parties"
would be one step to ease the
tension, he said.
Henry sees stress between students and police as a problem
for both parties.
"It makes (everyone's) job
harder when relations are bad,"
she said.
Davidson said he is accompanying a student to Police Chief
Galen Ash to discuss a violation
of the student's rights.
ALTHOUGH EASING tension
between students and non-students is an issue, Henry is
equally concerned about city
finances for the next few years.
She said that while the city is
currently "in the black," resolution of fire protection to the west
side of town may cost over $1
million initially and 8300,000
yearly to maintain.
"Frankly, we don't have it,"
she said.
Henry wants to avoid a tax on
the city in order to create revenue, while Davidson would
rather "let the public decide
(through a levy).

Stick 'cm up

Senior runs for board
by Julie Fauble
staff reporter
A senior at Otsego High School
will be on theballot for the
Otsego school board in today's
elections.
GregCarson, who turned 18 on
Sept. 29, will be the youngest
school board member in the
state if he's elected, be said.
Carson said he decided to run
for the office because he's always been interested in politics,
ana, since his mother is a teacher, he can see the problems of
the school system from both the
students' and teachers' perspectives.

but be said he has over the summer. He is also the
been getting a lot of support from speaker of the house in the mock
senior citizens.
congress at the high school.
Carson was also concerned
At Otsego High School, Carson
about how members of the is the captain of the football
school board would react to his team, a member of the basketage. but they seem to have ac- ball team and National Honor
cepted the idea that he is run- Society.
ning, be said.
After graduation from Otsego,
CARSON RECEIVED an in- Carson said that he plans to
troduction to politics at Buckeye attend either the University of
Boys State, a program which Toledo or Bowling Green and
sets up a mock state govern- major in either engineering or
ment in which he participated business.

"I think there's a need for
someone who knows the needs of
the school district," be said.
Carson said his age will be an
advantage if he is elected to the
school board.
'Tin involved with it (the
school system) first hand, being
a student," he said. "Older
members may be out of touch."
IF HE is elected, he said be
wants to improve community
involvement with the school
board and to allow people a
more active voice at school
board meetings. Now if people
want to speak at school board
meetings, they must be on the
agenda ahead of time, be said.
Carson said he wants to
ge the school board's policy
on calamity days, when school is
canceled due to weather. He
wants the school board to allow
school to be canceled five days
without making them up, which
the state allows.
Carson is running against nine
other candidates for three available positions. There are five
members on the school board,
serving four year terms each.
He said mat be thinks he has a
good chance of winning, if he
can get at least 500 votes. He
said mat be expects about 1,200
people to vote.
Carson was worried about bow
older people would react to his

*> "■«"»'*»« ««•»"

The University of Toledo team won the Falcon Cup Lacrosse Invitational sponsored this weekend by the
BGSCI club lacrosse team. In the championship game, Steve Mott (20) fights for the ball with a 1ST
player; the Rockets beat the Falcons 4 to 2.

Mall reactions mixed

Some merchants concerned, others feel challenged
by Phillip B. Wilson
staff reporter

The planned construction of
Woodland Mall outside Bowling
Green's city limits has caused
mixed reactions from city merchants.
Some favor the mall because
it will increase competition, thus
making for better service in the
community. Others feel the mall
will ruin current progress in the
downtown area and isn't needed
in such a small market. A few
owners are so disgruntled that
they wont talk about it.
Toledo City Planning Commission coordinator Eugene Naujock said the mall will have a
number of effects on the city,
but none are totally predictable.
"In Bowling Green, your

downtown is still important but
it's really hard to tell what it
(mall) will do," he said. "Once
the newness of the mall wears
off, some of the people might
drift back to their old patterns."
Nauiock cited Toledo's Southwyck Mail and Westgate Shopping Center in his argument that
no two malls are the same.
•THERE'S NO automatic pattern for what can happen,'' he
added. "The Westgate Shopping
Center was built before annexation (to the city) and it's still
there."
Jeff Snook, Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce president, believes the city can't support a mid-size mall because the
market isn't as large as Toledo.
Snook said the city will have to
come up with a strategy to prevent people from going to the

mall. One possibility already
discussed calls for a unifying
theme in the downtown area, he
said.
"We don't want any boarded
storefronts," he said. "I'm confident that the downtown merchants will accept the challenge
to position themselves for the
future, regardless of what happens with the mall."
Uhlman's department store,
101S. Main St., is one downtown
establishment which isn't afraid
of the mall, according to Toby
Baker, Uhlman's director of
public relations.
They welcome it, she said.
The Uhlman's chain, which
spans over three states and includes 27 stores, recently moved
its main office to Bowling Green
at 136 N. Main St. At the time of
the proposed move in January,
• See Reaction, page 6

5 dorm burglaries reported
by Teresa Tarandno
staff reporter

Greg Carson

BG News/Joe PheUn

University police are investigating five burglaries which took place over the weekend.
William Bess, director of Public Safety, said
the incidents may be related. Police are investiBiting the possibility that an intruder entered
niversity dormitories unescorted and entered
unlocked rooms at random.
According to the reports most of the victims
were asleep when their rooms were burglarized.
Two of the burglaries were reported to police
early Saturday and the other three were reported Sunday.
Residents rooms were broken into in Kohl.
Beta Theta Pi, Conklin, Kappa Sigma and
Offenhauer East residence halls.
The police noticed no forced entry in any of
the break-ins with the exception of the Beta
Theta Pi burglary in which a screen had

apparently been removed to gain entry.
THE BURGLARIES resulted in the loss of
over $1,000 in cash and personal possesions.
In Conklin Hall and the Kappa Sigma fraternity house wallets were taken from the rooms,
which had been left unlocked, while the residents were asleep.
Guil Herrick, a resident of one of the burglarized rooms, said a neighbor noticed a tall black
male exiting Herrick's room at around 5 a.m.
Sunday. The neighbor then entered the room
and asked Herrick's roommate if be knew the
Intruder. The roommate, who had been awakened by the intruder's presence, noticed that at
least 820 was missing from his wallet, he said.
The two pursued the intruder but lost him
between Kohl and Rodgers, Herrick said.
They described the suspect as a black male,
wearing blue jeans and a jeans jacket, medium
build, 6 foot 4Inches tall with a fight mustache.
There are no suspects.

Editorial
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Heed whisper

Recognizance release an outrage
by Jack Lautermllch

You've beard this editorial's message before.
You've heard it from parents, teachers, advertisements and political leaders past and present.
You've probably even had it whispered to you by
your own conscience.
The message is to vote, and we add our voice to
those urging you to do so.
There are several reasons why you should get out
to the polls today, sometime between 6:30 a.m. and
7:30 p.m.
• A great number of you are apparently dissatisfied with the city's treatment of students. Many
think that the noise ordinance is unfair and that
police are discriminatory when apprehending students.
The people who make ordinances are members of
City Council, and an educated vote can make a
difference. Some candidates are for student rights,
while some favor the viewpoints of other Bowling
Green residents.
• The University could be a substantial influence
on Bowling Green's politics. Without students,
Bowling Green's population would be more than cut
in half, and the only way for students to be taken
seriously is to show the city we are a vital factor in
elections.
• There's a school board levy on today's ballot, so
this is a chance to make a statement on whether
you support additional funds for area schools.
• State Issue One asks for a bond issue to finance
research to make Ohio's sulfur coal more marketable. This could provide added income to the state,
particularly in depressed coal regions.
But we're not here to tell you how to vote (not
today, anyway). We just want you to make the
small effort to tell officials what you think on
certain issues and whom you think should be in
office in Bowling Green.
After all, if you don't exercise your own voice, no
one is going to speak for you. So follow the advice of
all those voices today. Speak up.

RACIAIQUOTAS AR6NTFAIR,
MtNORineS AR6 OUST 30fN6
TO HM/E TOW WHAT THE
REST OF US PIP ID 66T
A JOB.,..

KC0M£ WHITE
ANPMAIE.

Early on the morning of Oct.
26, a young coed experienced the
most personally humiliating and
degrading experience imaginable - she was kidnapped and
repeatedly and forcibly gangraped by at least three of her
four abductors.
By a sheer stroke of luck, one
of her abductors was arrested
by the Toledo police and turned
over to the Bowling Green police
who incarcerated him - tor a
while.
This individual, Floyd Boatman, was arraigned before Municipal Court Judge James
Bachman and charged with
complicity in the abduction. He
was then released on his own
recognizance!
I am absolutely and totally
outraged by this action on the
part of Judge Bachman. Boatman was released only on his
own word, his promise, that he
would make himself available at
a future date for trial and possibly further arraignment on a
charge of rape. It is my opinion,
to put it bluntly, that an individual such as Boatman's word is
not worth a bucket of warm spit.
Giving him all possible benefit
of the doubt, he did nothing to
prevent what happened.
Boatman could be thousands
of miles away, laughing at the
'sucker' judge who trusted and
freed him. Or. more likely, he
could be being heavily and effectively pressured to recant his
confession and the names of two
of his three accomplices which
he provided the Toledo police.
Remember, two of the four are
illegally still at large; Boatman
is 'legally" at large.

It is my opinion, to put it bluntly, that
an individual such as Boatman's word
Is not worth a bucket of warm spit.
edly gang raped). This is a revolting outrage!
Dean Gerkens, assistant director of public safety, has, in
the pages of the BG News, lamented the fact that so many
students are unwilling to formally report crimes committed
against them. I believe Gerkens'
concern is sincere on both a
personal and professional level.
Is it, however, any wonder when
incidents like this occur and the
alleged perpetrator is free and
walking the streets maybe even
before the ink is dry on the
complaint form and the victim
has left the police station?
Should Gerkens respond in
typical police fashion by saying
that his hands are legally tied figuratively, my response is
that maybe this young woman's
hands were tied also, but they
were tied literally that Saturday
night.
No doubt her personal frustration grotesquely outweighs any
professional frustration on the
part of the police. I would further respond to Gerkens by suggesting that in the future, he
direct his concerns about the

non-reporting of serious crimes
to that which I think is finally
responsible . .. that often times
abominable abstraction called
the criminal justice system. He
shouldn't direct them so much to
the direct victims of society's
criminal malfeasants and indirect victims of our woefully inadequate system for dealing
with them.
Concerning the Bowling Green
police in matters such as this, I
recall about a year ago when I
and a female employee of my
store were repeatedly assaulted
while in our vehicle on Main St.
in Bowling Green. I did, at that
time, suppress my macho instincts, i.e., I did not get out and
attempt to physically crush our
assailants. I did the "proper"
thing and reported it to the city
police. No one ever contacted
me about it! I later went to the
police and demanded action,
whereupon I was told that the
monetary amount associated
with the damage I realized did
not warrant further inquiry on
the part of the police. They had
five of the six license plate numbers and couldn't find the car.

as good as it was without our
equal cooperation.

Beckett are examples of the
high quality student attracted to
and produced from the University.
Do your reporters doublecheck information as a standard
operating procedure? Apparently not.
At least not in this case. Excuse me, but I thought doublechecking was a standard journalistic procedure.

Just out of curiousity, I'd like
to know what monetary value
they place on what happened to
this young woman on Oct. 26. Is
gang rape investigatively cost
effective?
It is my considered opinion
that the Bowling Green police
function more as municipal income generators than as crime
fighters and preventers. The
best off-campus rape protection
a woman can have in Bowling
Green is an open container of
beer in her hand... for she will
soon, very soon, be surrounded
Si city police busily making the
ty safe for decent folks like you
and me.
To Judge Bachman, I respectfully request - no, demand that you explain your actions
concerning the release of Mr.
Boatman. I further demand that
you respond both as a judge and
as a person whose mother,
daughter, wife or friend may be
raped, gang-raped, by Mr. Boatman, his friends or others like
them.
For, you see, that young
woman is my friend, I lust
haven't met her yet. It is in that
mood that this was written... a
mixture of sadness, love, and
outrage!
Lautermilch owns Jack's Bakery, 1448 E. Wooster, and has
received bachelors and masters
degrees from the University.

About three years ago, an
individual, I know, was arraigned in Bowling Green on a
charge of complicity to sell
drugs. His bond was set at $50,000 with no ten percent factor
applicable. The court demanded
all of it. in cash, up front before
this individual, a life-long resident of the city, could be released. Mr. Boatman, a resident
of Toledo, however, was released just on his word. The only
conclusion I can draw from
these two cases is that the city of
Bowling Green, as represented
by the action of Judge Bachman,
considers the crime of complicity to sell drugs at least 50,000
times more heinous than complicity to kidnap (a kidnapping
wherein a woman was repeat-

Letters
Pregame unorganized
If you were at the Kent State
football game last week, you
may have found yourself wondering who all the bikers were at
the north end of the field. These
Cile were a bike team from
t State and Bowling Green
who were supposed to present
didn't quite
the game I
He arrived at the stadium
slightly before our scheduled
1-08 presentation time. Then,
Kevin Cleary (assistant director
of athletic promotions) asked us
where we had been and said that
he had told us to be there at
12:45. He did not.
He expressed his feelings
about our 1:08 arrival time with
a few choice words that I felt
were very unprofessional and
unbecoming of a representative
of the University.
Needless to say, we all felt as
though we had just done this for
nothing, especially since one of
the riders from Kent rode the
entire 150 miles.
We plan to ride again next
year for Kent's Homecoming
and whoever or whatever committee is in charge of their pregame couldn't possibly be less

dessional or less organized
> at the University.
If this is to be done for Bowling
Green's Homecoming next year,
I can only hope that there will be
someone more responsible in
charge of planning.
Brian Holt
711 Offenhauer West

Flyer Insulting
A while back, a flyer was
being passed out in the University Union entitled, "How To:
Fake It!" For anyone who was
fortunate enough not to receive
one, here are a few short samCof its wonderful insights on
to fake drinking while with
your peers:
"Remember that beer cans
are opaque, and no one can tell
but you how much is still in the
can ... Tell anyone who asks
what you are drinking that it is a
rum and coke or gin and vodka.
Really be drinking plain cola or
Slice or Sprite or 7UP instead
... Dump it down the drain
while you are in the restroom
Those of you who can't go out
with your friends and have
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enough backbone to say, "No
thank you, I don't feel like drinking." should take a course in
self-esteem or self-assertiveness. If your friends apply that
much pressure on you to drink
then maybe you should re-evaluate your friends. We found it
disturbing to have this mentality
supported by our University and
also degrading to our intelligence.
Korey Kerscher
Marsha Welch
2*3 Alpha XI Delta

Video story wrong
The information you printed
entitled Grad Student Receives
Video Award in the Oct. 30 issue
is almost totally erroneous. I
should know; I was in the picture and was mentioned in the
article.
But I was not interviewed for
the article as of last Tuesday,
nor were my other colleagues
and I have not been interviewed
since - even though I called a
reporter with the correct information almost a month ago.
It thus occurs to me that the
BG News is guilty of journalistic
neglect. I left messages. I asked
to be contacted. I was not contacted, nor were my colleagues
except for Rodger SchneUenberger.
To set the record straight, let
me say the following.
The music video in question
was produced by four persons,
two of whom are not even mentioned in the text of your article.
James Stablein was the main
director and was one of the four
co-producers. William Beckett
was a co-producer.
Both of these gentlemen were
not just Rodger Schnellenberger*s "crew.,rOn the contrary,
the video would never have been

In addition, no mention is
made of Dr. Robert Clark who
advised the video in an undergraduate R-TV-F course. I am
sure you can say you had to edit
the copy, but in the space allowed you could have been accurate.
As for myself, I was a fellow
student in the class. I was not a
"creative consultant." I was a
co-producer and directed two
sequences.
I've seen many things good in
the BG News, but not giving
credit to undergraduates for
coursework upsets me very
much. Jim Stablein and Bill

Correction
An Oct. 30 story about a
group of University students
who won an award for a music video they produced inadvertantly omitted the names
two of the video's contributors.
James Stablein was main
director and co-producer of
the video. William Beckett
was a co-producer.
Carl Holmberg was called a
creative consultant. He was
actually a co-producer and
director of two sequences.
The Afews regrets these errors.

Good luck in learning how to
report information correctly.
You really ought to learn more
from your classes and professors.
Carl B. Holmberg
Associate Professor of Interpersonal and Public Communication
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Levy would supply funds
for rising operating costs
by Petti Braixlll
reporter

A ±mill operating levy for the
Bowling Green City Schools is on
today's ballot.
Income from this levy would
be used to support schools'basic
operating costs.
Changes in state requirements, changes in public demands and increasing costs
have contributed to the need for
Bowling Green's operating levy,
said Richard Cummings. Bowling Green's superintendent of
schools.
"We've made severe cuts;
now we have to restore them,"
he said. The school budget's
year-end balances have been
decreasing for three years, he
said, adding, "When the balance
is used up, there will be no
source of funds for equipment
and supplies."
Because most decisions for
school districts are made arid
regulated by the state Legislature, few alternatives in
spending approaches are available to the city schools, Cummings said. He cited recent
mandates requiring health
classes for eighth and ninth
graders and reading classes for
eighth graders. To effect these
program changes, three additio-

nal teachers were hired at Bowling Green Junior High School.
Another Learning Disabilities
teacher was also required, he
said.
Three years ago, the county
auditor made a 10 percent cut in
property taxes in Wood County.
"Property values were down,
due to economic conditions, and
I promised the taxpayers I'd
look into making a cut in taxes,"
said Harold Bateson, Wood
County Auditor.
Cummings said, "That money
is lost; well never get it back/'
About 39 percent of the city's
school operating costs are paid
through funding from the state.
Although increases have been
legislated, they did not keep
pace with cost increases and
increased state standards, Cummings said.
School funding difficulties are
not unique to Bowling Green.
ACCORDING TO Robert Bowers, assistant superintendent of
public instruction for the State
Department of Education, 180
school issues will be on ballots
throughout Ohio in November.
"Within the next year and a
half, a sood share of Ohio
schools will have levies on the
ballot," Cummings predicted.
The school system received
about $63,000 from state lottery

r

funds this year. Cummings said.
Last year, all lottery monies
were earmarked for the purchase of computers and textbooks, he said. This year, lottery
money was available for any
purpose other than salaries.
Last year, a permanent improvement levy For schools was
approved by Bowling Green voters. The last operating levy for
the city's schools was approved
in 1981.
Funding from the levy, if approved, will begin processing
January 1, but will not be available to the school district until
mid-February.
"That means four payroll
dates in 1986, costing the district
approximately a quarter of a
million dollars each, must be
paid before we receive any of
the money from the levy," Cummings said. He noted that the
schools would be put in a "borrowing position" for the beginning of 1986, with or without
passage of the levy.
The 4-mffl figure is "the lowest
amount we could come up with
that would provide for a continued quality educational program, Cummings said. The
figure includes an amount for
new expenditures and additional
state requirements, he said.

Halloween fright too real
Costumed werewolf assaults female student
The chills of Halloween
night became a bit too real for
a University coed Thursday
night

She was walking east along
Ridge Street when a male
jumped out from behind the
cemetery's gate.
The man growled at the
female and both of the subjects laughed.
As the female turned to
walk away the werewolf
grabbed her left arm, twisted
it behind her back, and led
her into the cemetery.
Once inside the cemetery
the victim struggled, kicked
the man in the groin and fled.
The man pursued her east

The student was attacked,
but was not injured, by a
male dressed as a werewolf
around midnight as she
walked past the main entrance to the Oak Grove Cemetery on Ridge Street,
according to William Bess,
director of Public Safety.
The student's report gives
the following account:

mmmmfflm&m
JOYCE M.

JOSEPH L.

KEPKE
for BG Council AfLarge

CORRAL
for BG Council At-Large

JAMES P.

DAVID .
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ELSASS

JERRY W.

ROBERT F.

forBGCounciTVard3

forBG Council Ward 4

P»M to by trw Bowling Gf*«n Democratic Commrtta*. Allen R. Baldwin. Chalr/P O Boa 707
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

ATTENTI

The victim described the
male as wearing a werewolf
costume with fur around his
face, bushy fake eyebrows
and fangs. He had broad
shoulders and was wearing a
one-piece baggy suit, she reported.
The victim also noted that
the man's breath smelled of
alcohol.

Students vote in Precinct 1-C
Students registered for today's election may vote between
6:30 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. While
not required, having identification ready does speed the voting
process up, according to Elsie
Newman, presiding judge for
Precinct 1-C.
Wood County Board of Elections records show 3,982 on-campus students are registered to
vote in today's election. University students, who vote in Precinct 1-C, will cast their ballots
in the Northeast Commons, be-

side Public Safety offices.
Students who registered on
campus but have since moved
off campus are not eligible to
vote on campus, although registered students who have
changed rooms or residence
halls are eligible. Board officials
said yesterday students should
update their addresses, preferably while they are at the
polls.
Newman said she does not
expect many students to vote
since the issues on the ballot are
not important to most students.

1

SAMPLE BALLOT

on Ridge Street until they
approached a group of people
and the man fled.

This is a partial list of precinct
voting locations:
• Precincts 1-A and 1-B -Ridge
Street Elementary School
• 1-C - Northeast Commons
• 1-D and 1-E - St. Mark's
Lutheran Church, 315 S. College
Dr.
• 1-F - Crim Street Elementary School
• 1-G - Ridge Street Elementary
• 2-A, 2-B, 2-D and 2-1 - South
Main Street Elementary
• 2-C, 2-E, and VG - Crim
Street Elementary

II expires 11-11-8511

DEADLINE for Greeks
to be included in the
1986 Yearbook
is Sunday Nov. 17
Contact Tracy Parker
2-8086
Other organizations should be
scheduled by Wed., Nov. 20

I

Haircut

I Hours
| THE HAIR REPAIR

$5

| is closed on Mondays

I" T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30
_ Frl. - 9:30 - 7:00
I Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00

l

Reg.$10

Don
not
Include
shampoo

THE "Where
HAIR
REPAIRI
quality comes first"
located In the Stadium View Shopping Center
Lois

Leah

Suzle

352*2566

SENIORS
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Appointment sign-ups taken now! 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Photo sittings Nov. 4-15, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Call The KEY at 372-8086 for appt. or stop by 28 West Hall.
Schedule early I Don't be left out of this special Diamond Anniversary collector's issue.
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Alumni contributions up

Gov't. experience in
at-large council race

\ Funds due to telephone solicitation not anniversary
by Don Let
staff reporter

Contributions from University
alumni are up this year, due in
part to extensive telephone campaigns, Carl Peschel, director of
foundation accounting, said yesterday.
Contributions received since
July 1, the start of the 1965-1986
fiscal year, total about (107,000,
Peschel said. This compares to
179,000 at this time last year, he
said.
The fiscal year runs from July
1 to Jane 30 the following year.
Peschel said the increase in

contributions could be attributed more to the increased use
of telephone solicitations rather
than to the University's 75th
anniversary.
"This year we're using the
telefund ... considerably more
than in the past. Person-to-person (contact) works better than
mailing" when soliciting contributions," Peschel said.
DAVID WU. interim assistant
director of development, said
the University's
last three
"phone-a-thons'1 raised a total
of $159,000 this fall.
The Peregrine Society tele-

fund, which solicited contributions from alumni who already
had given to the University this
year, raised 923.000 In pledges
for book scholarships in September. Wu said.
The Parents' Club telefund,
also in September, raised 922,000
in pledges for improvements to
the Jerome library typing
room, including the purchase of
typewriters- and word processors, be said. The fund solicited pledges from parents of
University students.
The Annual Alumni Fund, Oct.
7-23, solicited funds from alumni
who had never made donations

to the University, from 1940 to
now. Tne fund generated $114,000 in pledges for scholarships,
academic programs and laboratory equipment purchases,
Wusaid.
A direct-mall appeal for
pledges is set for the end of 1999,
although a goal has not been set
for the amount of money this
appeal is expected to raise, Wu

by PMOfcp B. Wltaon
stuff reporter

There is an overabundance
of government experience in
the three at-large city council
candidates In today's election. Unfortunately, only two
of these officials will capture
council seats when the election results are complete.

Peschel said the Alumni and
Development department maintains about 500 separate accounts, and "Alumni, when they
give, can give to anything (any
account) they want to."

The race consists of Republican incumbent John Quinn,
Democrat Incumbent Joyce
Kepke, and Democratic challenger Joseph Corral. Together, the three represent 18
years of city council service
In Bowling Green.

Law requires city payment for inmates
by Phillip B. Wilson
staff reporter

The Bowling Green City Council has sent an expensive message to future jail occupants in
Wood County.
At last night's meeting, council unanimously approved ordinance 4599 which will require all
self-supporting citizens to pay
the city if they are confined in
jafl for any lengthy stay.
According to councilmen David Elsass and William Blair,

the city must pay the county for
every day an arrested individual
is kept behind bars. The money
spent by self-supporting citizens
will reimburse the city, they
said.

expenses, some of which Include
food, shelter, special medical
care, and clothing if necessary,
Elsass said.

"We're losing money in the
municipal courts and this will
cut down on that," Blair said.

• Public Works Director Dave
Barber announced that the Manville Avenue Improvements
Project should be completed by
Friday. He said the intersections are the only stretches of
street which need repaying although some sidewalk and curb
work will be completed later.

City Attorney Patrick Crowley
said the current charge for the
overnight stays is $28 a day.
This figure pays for numerous

In other action at the meeting:

Kepke has the most experience of the three having
served eight years, one as
president Quinn is the current president and is completing what amounts to 4 years
on council. Corral served on
council as first ward representative from 1976 to 1981.
As far as the race is concerned, Quinn said he believes Kepke will be the most
difficult candidate to defeat

• In the Municipal Administrator's report Colleen Smith,
representing Wes Hoffman who
Is on vacation, told council that
the city has not received any
insurance bids on coverage for
public officials. The current policy expired Nov. 1.
• Council approved Mayor
Bruce Bellanfs recommendation for Don Titus to serve on the
city sidewalk commission. Titus
will replace Al McElwain, who
resigned to move outside the
dtyUmits.

"Joyce will be exceptionally tough to beat," he said.
"I think people are looking
for honest, confident and

hard working candidates.
You have pretty much of that
in aU three candidates."
In his challenge. Corral has
used a combination of campaign ideas to present one
message: sincere committment to serve the community.
The Democrat voiced that
message to the Bowling
Green League of Women Voters and Chamber of Commerce at Candidates Night on
October 24.
"I assure each and every
one of you that every effort
wfll be made on my part to be
a hard working, responsive,
and dedicated member of
council, if elected," he said.
Kepke said she hasn't
changed her campaign, a system that has worked for her
four previous times.
"I believe in asking people
for their vote," she said. "I
like to meet them door to
door. You learn a lot about
the city, it's people, and their
concerns."
The three candidates agree
that the most important task
for the new term is solving
the city's financial budget
and low revenue problems.

First Ward Council

Elect

JAMES P. DAVIDSON
• Committed to Fair Treatment
of All Citizens
• Taught at BGSU for 14 years
in College of Education

* Safety in Rental Housing
• Improved Student Community Relations

VOTE TUES., NOV. 5 - 6:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.

PAID FOR BY DAVIDSON FOR FIRST WARD COMMITTEE: HELEN B. CULP -209E EVERS STREET, BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402

JAMES P. DAVIDSON
DEMOCRAT

ATTENTION!
As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a
Mach2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier or
one of our other jets or helicopters. And you could
do it by the time you're 23. But it takes a special
rommitment on your part We
"ZZj
~~T
demand leaders at all levels.
W teach you to be one. If you're

Pre-P.T. Majors

a freshman or sophomore, ask about our undergraduate officer rommisstoning programs. If you're a
junior, check out our graduate programs. Starting
salaries are from $17,000 to $23,000. And
~
I youcancounton

fw/ifarther

Reminders:
1. Meeting with MCO juniors and seniors
Wednesday, November 6, 1985. 7:009:00 p.m. in Rm. Ill, South Hall.
2. Applications for MCO are available
from Dr. Meserve, Rm. 503 Life
Sciences.

|8«ng&«*»"-fc**

A********************************* ***

I

WMIdiife*
TUESDAY
LADIES NIGHT
Doors Open For Ladies Only at 7:30
FEATURING: HOT DESIRE, male review

Men allowed in after 9:30

*
*

WEDNESDAY
PIZZA! PIZZA!
Little Caesar's Pizza
All You Can Eat Till 11:00 p.m.
SM

Capt. Power or Lt. Bembenek Nov S, 6, 7 at the Student Union or call collect (313) 668-2211.

f

COME AND DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY J

I*************>*«»*»***»»>»**********
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QSS concerned with safety
Campus crime, poor lighting discussed at meeting
by Patricia Geller
graduate reporter

The increase in personal violence, rapes and thefts on campus was discussed at Friday's
Graduate Student Senate meeting, with graduate students particularly concerned because
many of their classes are in the
evening.
The senators discussed the
lack of sufficient lighting on
campus, especially near the Jerome Library and the areas
from the Administration Building to University Hall.
GSS President David Anderson has called a special meeting
of the Senate to discuss campus
safety, health insurance and the
library, to be held Friday at 2:30
p.m. in McFall Center.
The Senate also discussed the
allocation of study carrels at the
library. Proposals have also
been made to make the library a
non-smoking library and to take
out the snack bar.
IN OTHER business, GSS discussed the University proposal
to make student health insurance mandatory. Some senators
think this policy would be telling
students how to
spend

Dateline-

their stipends. However, the policy would lower health Insurance premium costs by 10 to 15
percent per year, it was reported.

choosing the administrator or
professor that is the outstanding
contributor to graduate education.

The Senate also heard from
Bursar Joe Martini and the Bursar's liaison for graduate assistants, Ann Hale. Martini
outlined the installment payment plan, the direct deposit of
assistantship checks and the
possibility that graduate students may file for tax exempt
status. He said that students
may sign up for the payment
plan until Dec. 26 for spring
semester.

GSS IS co-sponsoring a "Take
Back the Night" rally on Nov.
11: an evening with Windham
Hill concert on Nov. 11 in Kobacker Hall; and an Ethnic
Studies conference on Nov. 20,
entitled "Crossroads to the 21st
Century, A Changing Curriculum for Changing Times." The
conference will feature Kenneth
Clark, professor emeritus of
psychology of the City University of New York, as the keynote
speaker.

He also said graduate students
may receive reduced general
fees if they are working on research or doing an internship
farther than 50 miles from the
University for a semester.
Anderson announced that a
Housing Committee has been
formedto aid graduate student
housing. He also is forming ad
hoc committees for Honors and
Awards and a Lyceum Committee to arrange a speaker series.
The goal is to bring in speakers
dealing with political issues and
to highlight professors on campus. The Honors and Awards
Committee will be in charge of

1044 NORTH
MAIN ST.
Open Weekdays
8 AM-MIDNITE
Sunday 9am-9pm
<f ATUtEi m IMIS AD VAIIO TMBOUGM
SUNDAY NOVfMM* 10 1«5 AI
i04« H MAIN ST STOMONtV
QUANTITY mGMTS MUlVlD

Other speakers include
Thomas Arciniega, president of
California State College,
Bakersville, and Archie Singhum, chancellor's professor in
residence, Office of Academic
Affairs at the University of New
York.
GSS is also sponsoring a pizza
party on Nov. 23 in the Northeast
Commons from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
and a jazz cafe on Dec. 6 from 8
pm. to 1 a.m. in the Ice Arena
Lounge. A |2 donation is asked
for both events.

i

Tuesday, Nov. 5
American Marketing Association Career Awareness Night The AMA will hold advertising
night. The speaker will be Ken
Laurer from Laurer, Markin
and Gibbs Advertising Firm in
Toledo. Free and all majors are
welcome. 7:30 p.m. in the Ohio
Suite of the University Union.
For additional information call

Urge 1 Hem Pizza

$4.°°
\ 352-3551

Inside only

352-3551

FROM
OUR DELI!

FROM
OUR DELI!

354-3505.

WITH THIS CQtll'Oftl

A 990 One Trip Salad Bar
with any pan style slice purchase
Valid only at: 176 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, Ohio
Limit one coupon per person
Void with other specials
Offer expires: 12/5/85

2 LITER BOTTLE OF

Coke

Rocky j^ Rococo
-

^S'l^

with coupon below and
the purchase of two

You've thought about it
You've tried to imagine
what it would be like.

FRESH
PIZZAS

You know it would be
exciting. And a
challenge. And quite
possibly the most
rewarding experience of
your life...
Three Americans overseas in Asia. Africa
and South America speak frankly on what
Peace Corps life is like for them.
It isn't easy and it isn't for
everyone—they'll tell you that up front.
But If you've ever considered going
overseas in the Peace Corps, then now is
your chance to see and hear for yourself
what could be "the toughest job you'll
ever love."
Note: Former Peace Corps volunteers will
be on hand to answer questions following
the 25 minute film. And It's freel
Itimliy, November 3
7:30 p.-.

Wednesday, November 6
2:OOp.m.

Capital Room
Taft Room
Student Union
Student Union
(Interview* November 12 and 13)
1-800-321-8686. e«t. 107

U.S. Peace Corps
The Movie
"Hie Toughest Job

YOU'D

Ever Love"

Freshly made (never frozen)
and ready for the oven.
Topped with a variety of
your favorite ingredients! I

#*

CLIP THIS
COUPON!

**

WITH THIS COUPON AND THE PURCHASE OF TWO
FRESHLY MADE DELI PIZZAS YOU WILL RECEIVE

ONE 2 LTR. BTL. OF

FREE COCA COLA
Limit one coupon per customer. Valid through
Sunday, November 10, 1985 only at 1044 N.
Main St., Bowling Green Food Town Store.

HUi
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Pets restricted

Cancelled meeting
saves time, money

Ownership creates problems

by Nancy Boetwtck
staff reporter
by Valeric Loncro
reporter

Owning a cat or dog may
mean companionship to some
students, but off-campus housing contracts often present restrictions.
John Newlove, owner of John
Newlove Real Estate, is one
realtor who said he is satisfied
with the policy of "no pets allowed."
"There are many problems
involved with the upkeep," Newlove said. "Animals usually
leave an odor and when new
tenants move in they might find
the smell offensive.
"Animals attract fleas and
furniture gets scratched up; it
just works out better with this
type of policy," he said.
Although Pam Shipley, owner
of The Hutch pet shop, 113 Back
Railroad St., said she can sympathize with students who want
to buy pets, she said students
are not always the best pet own"ANIMALS NEED a lot of
attention and with students being so transient, I'm afraid it
would get lonely," Shipley said.
"I can't see how students could
give their pet 100 percent."
Pets may be the missing link
to cure homesickness, said Lisa

The cancellation of this
month's Board of Trustees
meeting will not only give the
trustees some extra time for
other affairs, but it will also
save the University money.
The meeting, scheduled for
this Friday, was cancelled
because of a lack of items on
the agenda, said Philip Mason, executive assistant to
University President Paul
Olscamp and secretary to the
Board of Trustees.
"The meeting was
cancelled simply because
there were no items to Justify
gathering the members of the
Board of Trustees. Members
of the Board are busy people
and we have to be careful of
how we use their time," Mason said.
The Board usually meets on
the first Friday of each

Dierdorf, manager of the Village Green Apartments.
"'Many students not only left
their families when they came to
college, but a loved pet too,"
Dierdorf said. "I've always had
a pet and I feel it would be unfair
to restrict my tenants from having one."
Village Green Apartments has
a policy in which the tenant can
"adopt" a cat from the Wood
County Humane Society.
"If a tenant adopts a cat from
the Humane Society, a pet deposit will not be required, Dierdorf said. "There's many cats to
choose from at the society and
the cats must be declawed and
spayed or neutered."
Dierdorf said the arrangement benefits the tenant, the
humane society and the landlord
the most because it ensures a
more responsible tenant.
Denise Hughes, a resident of
Village Green Apartments and
senior advertising major, said
she adopted a cat from the Humane Society in September.
"I wanted a playmate and
companionship so I adopted a
cat, Hughes said. "It's also a
fun break from the studies other
than TV and a close companion
that will last longer than a roommate."

BG News/Joe Phelan
Denise Hughes, senior advertising major, holds her cat Apollo. She and
her roommates call the cat Apollo because It loves (o sit where the sun
shines through the window and onto the floor, Hughes said.

month. Typical items on the
agenda include budget approvals, major amendments to
charters and major personnel
changes, he said.
SHAD HANNA, chairman
of the Board, determines if a
meeting will be cancelled.
This happens once or twice a
year, because there are no
items up for approval or consideration, Mason said.
And this can save the University "a few hundre* dollars," Mason said.
Because many members of
the Board live out of town,
travel and food expenses are
covered by the University.
A large volume of material
must also be photocopied
prior to the meeting to make
up packets of information for
trustees, members of University administration and the
press, he said.

Reaction • Continued from pagel
Uhlman's president Roger Vail dise has to be downtown."
Jeans & Things owner and
made clear his intentions for the
manager Linda Rood said her
store's future in the dry.
"Our free enterprise system location on 531 Ridge St. will
enables business competition. It prevent the mall from taking
keeps us sharp," he said. "Bowl- much of her business, but she
ing Green customers will have sympathizes with concerned
to Judge which stores offer the city businesses.
best values, selection and cus"I really don't see the need
tomer service."
"WE ARE ready and willing ... It's going to hurt everyto earn their patronage," Vail body," she said. "I think there's
said. "The more competition a lot of people that are still going
yon have, the better merchan- to go to Toledo to shop."

YOUR 1985 BOWLING GREEN DEMOCRATIC
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BG drills MCI 34-14
by Tom Reed
Militant spoils editor

DEKALB, 111. - Through the
first 20 minutes of the Parent's
Day game at Northern Illinois,
there were several proud fathers who probably wanted to
yell, "that's my boy."
But after the contest, those
same parents may have considered putting their kids up for
adoption.
Trailing 10-7 midway through
second quarter, the Huskies surrendered 24 unanswered points,
and Bowling Green coasted to a
34-14 victory Saturday.
"We were in the game, but we
just couldn't hold Bowling Green
down," said NIU head coach
Jerry Pettibone. "We didn't execute in the second half, and you
cant do that and expect to beat
a top-ranked team like BG."

BG News/Ale* Hoivath
Bowling Green's senior right winger Jamie Wansbrough fires a shot
at the Ohio Sate goal In the Falcons' 9-5 victory Friday at home
Wansbrough socred four points the first night and added four
more on Saturday in Columbus as BG completed the sweep of the
series with a 7-4 win.

Falcon icers
sweep Bucks
by Tom Skemivitz
sports reporter

Ohio State messed around
with one too many nationallyranked teams last weekend.
Bowling Green's hockey
team, ranked sixth in the
country, found Columbus
much more to its liking than
the nation's No. 1 football
team. Iowa. The Falcons followed up Friday's 9-5 home
Ice trouncing of the Bucks
with a 7-4 victory over the
Buckeyes in the state capital,
Saturday.
The home and home sweep
of Ohio State, BG's first since
its ' 83- 84 NCAA
championship year, enabled
the Falcons to close within
one point of Central Collegiate Hockey Association
leader Michigan State.
BG upped its record to 6-2-0,
while the Spartans fell to 6-1-1
because of Friday's tie with
Ferris State.
Saturday night's game was
a turnaround for the Falcons,
who had given up 17 goals in
their last three games. BG's
defense, which Falcon coach
Jerry York said needed improvement after Friday
night's game, made its stand
in OSU's Ice Rink.
THE BG defenders, specifically the penalty killers, took

advantage of the Buckeyes'
problem of not realizing
whose advantage it really is
on an OSU power play.
The Buckeyes nine power
plays produced only two goals
against the Falcons. The BG
penalty killers offset those
scores with shorthanded
goals by Geoff Williams and
Clarke Pineo.
On the weekend, BG held
OSU to a .187 power play
percentage while scoring
three shorthanded goals.
Buckeye coach Jerry Welsh
was unhappy with the his
team's performance in the
penalty situation.
"It is very uncharacteristic
of us. OSU has always been in
the top two or three in the
league in the power play,"
Welsh said. "It is our biggest
disappointment of the year so
BG defensemen Todd Flichel led the stingy BG defense
and was especially happy
with the weekend's outcome.
"It's my best series since
I've been here," Flichel said.
"Tom (Pratt) and I have
been working on it (penalty
killing). We take pride in killing penalties."
FLICHEL'S PERFORMANCE was not limited to
killing penalties, though. Flichel's power play goal in the
• See Hockey, page 10.

THE UNDEFEATED Falcons
aren't rated first, but they continue to gain national respect.
BG, 94, is ranked 24th in the
nation by the USA Today/CNN
poll. The Falcons sport a 7-0
record in the Mid-American
Conference and need just one
win in their final two games to
secure the league
championship.
Saturday, writers from Sports
Illustrated, Chicago Tribune
and The New York Times traveled to desolate DeKalb and
watched the team which shares
the nation's longest winning
streak with Air Force at 12
games.
For almost two quarters, however, the unbeaten string was in
iluskie defense limited
V&>
McClure to just 67 yards passing
in the first half. Meanwhile, his
counterpart Marshall Taylor,
running from the wishbone formation, gained 63 yards before
intermission.
Taylor blended his running
withseveralpass completions to
engineer NIU's first touchdown
drive four minutes into the second period. From the BG 41.
Taylor faked a hand-off ana
darted through the defensive
line for a 14 yard gain.
FIVE PLAYS later, he
plunged one yard for a TD which
trimmed BG's lead to 10-7. The
TD capped 14 play, 80-yard
drive.
"That was a good drive for us.
it got us back in the game,"
Pettibone said.
But while it took 14 plays to
put Huskies back in contention,
it only took one to take them out
of it.
With three minutes left in the
half, NIU faced a 4th-and-5 situation on its eight yardline.
Huskie's Mike Kent stood in
punt formation, but instead of
kicking, he tried running for a
first down. The punter reached
the seven-yard line before being
tackled by a swarm of Falcons.
"There was a gamble involved
and we were willing to take the

Photo/Phil Masturzo
The Falcons' senior flanker Greg Meehan celebrates his 63-yard scoring reception from quarterback Brian
McClure in the third quarter of BG's 34-14 win over Northern Illinois. The Falcons are now one game away
from clinching the MidAmerican Conference title and a trip to the California Bowl.

risk to create a big play," Pettibone said.
The fake punt proved to be a
big play, but not for the Huskies.
BG capitalized four plays later
when Bernard White scored on a
one-yard TD run and extend the
Falcons lead to 17-7.
"That was a crucialplay," BG
head coach Denny Stolz said.
"That gave us the momentum
going into the locker room."

From BG's 37 the quarterback faked a hand-off and
fired a 63-yard TD to a wideopen Greg Meehan which gave
BG a 24-7 lead.
"Our defense got caught napon that play," Pettibone

AT HALF-TIME, Stolz decided
to utilize more play-action fakes
in an attempt to aid the sputtering Falcon offense.
"It was kind of a feeling out
half," Stolz said. " We needed a
change; we were just sparring
with them."

On the other hand, BG's defense ended its hibernation on
the next series.
The Falcons allowed the
Huskies veer offense just 50
C's rushing in the second half.
backer Chris Hartman, who
led BG with 16 tackles, said the

In the opening minutes of third
quarter, Brian McClure unleashed the punch which
knocked out the Huskies.

coaching staff had the Falcon
defense well prepared for the
wishbone attack.
"We didnt see anything in
practice this week but the option." he said. "The coaches
drilled it into our minds so well
we saw it in our sleep."
WITH NIU'S offense stalled,
McClure took control.
The 6-6 Ravenna native directed a five play, 75-yard TD
drive. From midfield, McClure
hit wide receiver Stan Hunter
with a 21-yard pass. On the next
play, a 19-yard pass to Hunter,
the senior quarterback broke
John Elway's record for most
career 200-yard games.
"It's a great feeling to break
• See Football, page 9.

Tankers impressive in opener Foor relishes
by MegTicmey
sports reporter

defended its title, while the
men's team finished fourth.

"(Jennifer) Lankin had a
really nice swim," Draper said.

The Bowline Green swimming
teams put forth strong efforts as
they hosted the BGSU/Tom
Stubbs Relays last weekend in
Cooper Pool.

The women tankers accumulated 260 points in their first
meet of the season in the winning effort. According to bead
coach Rich Draper, freshmen
Jennifer Lankin and Tracey
Worsf old helped pace the Falcon
win.

Tracey Worsf old, a member of
the backstroke team that finished first in the 200 Backstroke
relay, also performed very well.

For the second year in a row,
the women's team successfully

"(Tracey) Worsfold, had* a
really good backstroke split, a
real good split," Draper said.

BG News/Kevin Hopkins

The Falcons' Sue Westendorf swimming to a victory as the last leg of the 600 meter freestyle relay. The
BG women's swim team successfully defended Its Tom Stubbs/BG Relays at Cooper Pool over the weekend.
The men finished fourth.

THE MEN'S team, acculmulated 140 points and placed
fourth overall, with Eastern
Michigan winning the meet with
254 points.
Having good first meet swims,
according to Draper, were
freshmen George Thein and
Thomas Griga.
Also anchoring the men's
team in their efforts last weekend were the Szekely brothers Pete, Alex, and Les.
"All the Szekely's did really
well," Draper said.
Being the first meet of the
season, times were a little slow
especially in the sprints, he said.
The distance times were a little
better, but that was expected.
Draper said.
"we've mainly been practicing distance,1' Draper said.
The tankers have not worked
extensively on sprinting as of
yet, and their times in those
races were not surprising,
Draper said.
"By working on distances we
have built up a good base for the
season and the times are expected to be faster as the season
goes along," Draper said.
The women tankers are in
hunt for the MAC title, also in
the hunt for the title is Miami,
Draper said.
The men's team placed fourth
last year, and Draper expects to
better that standing.
"Places two through five (in
the conference) are wide open,"
he said.
Friday, in the diving competition, the Falcons' Mary Pfefier
and Carolyn Valencik captured
the one meter title.

trench work
by Karl Smith
sports editor

DEKALB, DL - Playing
against Northern Illinois' option-oriented offense presented most of the Bowling
Green defense with a new
situation. Most of the Falcon
defense had to learn an almost totally different
scheme.
Nose tackle Mike Foor,
however, didnt find the
Huskie offense unpleasant at
all.
"Their offense is different
but I like playing it. I see the
same blocks but there's different outside development,"
Foor said. "It's tough because we have to assign a
man to each player. It's not
particularly difficult for me
to play against, but it is
harder to coach.'1
Not many of the Falcons
looked forward to playing the
run-happy Huskies, but Foor
said he would rather square
off with NIU than a team with
an aerial circus.
"I'd rather play against a
running team, when you're on
pass rush all day you get
more tired," he said.
AS WITH most teams, FOOT
spent most of the day battling
with the opponents' center,
Mike Lembke in this case.
The Falcon senior also tangled with the Huskie guards,

Mike Foor
Ted Karamanos and John Sugrue.
But against a veer or wishbone offense, Foor had to
concentrate more on NIU's
running backs than its line.
•^elr line is good and
their backs are fast, if they
turn the corner on you, you
know you're in trouble," be
said. "It's hard to defense the
exterior against the wishbone, they (NIU's backs) are
extremely quick."
The Huskie backs found
themselves in FOOT'S grasp
more often than they would
have liked as NIU was held to
114 yards. A three-year letterwinner, Foor has been in the
Mid-American Conference's •
See F»«r, page 8.
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WMCTs Tausk buries booters Harriers place
Falcons blasted 5-1 by Broncos
third in MAC
by TBBI T.nntlno
sports reporter

The Western Michigan soccer
team proved that home field
advantages don't always guarantee a close match.
The Broncos dumped Bowling
Green 5-1 Saturday on Mickey
Cochrane Field. It was the first
time WMU has beaten the Falcons in BG.
The Broncos' victory came at
the feet of senior forward Crate
Tausk's four goals. Three of
Tausk's goals were booted in
during the second half.
WMU coach Blake Glass said
his team came to BG psyched
for their final match.
"We were up for our last
game. We have three graduating seniors and they really
wanted to win," he said.
The victory gave the Broncos
a winning season as they wrapped up with a 9-8 record.
The Falcons' only score came
with 21 seconds left in the first
half when freshman back Jon
Felton took a pass from fellow
freshman midfielder Kevin
McGrath and beat WMU goalkeeper Chris Haack. The goal
was Felton's first as a collegian
and it gave BG a 1-1 halftime tie
with the Broncos.
The Broncos had scored with
ten minutes remaining in the
first half when Tausk nailed his
first score of the game on an
assist from senior midfielder
PaulScheel.
BG News/Kevin Hopkins
Bowling Green's senior forward Mark Jackson sits dejected on the
bench following the Falcons' 5-1 loss to Western Michigan Saturday on
Mickey Cochrane Field. BG's record dropped to 3-10-4 with two games
still left to play.

Foor . Continued from, page 7.
top 10 for tackles most of the year. He added 10
Saturday against the Huskies, including seven
unassisted.
Foor also helped spearhead the Falcon pass
rush which kept Huskie quarterback Marshall
Taylor off-balance most of the afternoon. Taylor
completed eight of 14 passes, but was sacked
three times, threw two interceptions and was
forced to scramble on several occasions.
"YOU JUST have to take the side they give you
(on the pass rush), you Just move to the ball, you
get a feeling for it after a while," Foor said. "Our

Following the evenly matched
first half, WMU came on strong
and dominated the final 45 minutes.

defensive backs did a good job of covering their
guys and making the quarterback scramble."
Although he has been making a good portion of
tackles throughout the year, Foor has been nearly
invisible. While linebackers and defensive backs
grab headlines, Foor's job is slightly less glamorous. But he doesn't plan to start padding statistics just to get more attention.
"I have to control the man over me, then get to
the ball," Foor said. "When you start looking for
tackles, you get beat at the line. You start slanting
one way and get buried."

OHIO LAW SCHOOL CARAVAN
IS
TRAVELING TO BOWLING GREEN
Capital University
University
Case Western Reserve Univ.
University
Cleveland State University
University
Ohio State University
University
Ohio Northern University

of Akron
Cincinnati
of Dayton
of Toledo

The Falcons' defense crumbled in the second period as they
Ei up four goals, the most
have given up in a single
all season.
BG coach Gary Palmlsano
cited the breakdown of his defense and the offenses' inability
to score as the main reasons for
the loss.
"We applied a lot of pressure
offensively but we couldn't come
up with the goals," Palmisano
said. "We just gave up too many
goals on defense."
The Broncos first score in the
second hah* came early, with
only 29 seconds elapsed, as
Tausk scored on an assist from
Bronco backfielder Pat Knott.
After the Initial score, the
Falcon defense rallied and held
the Broncos until, with 30 minutes left in the game, Knott took
a pass from sophomore back
Scott Hines and booted it past
BG's freshman goalie Jeff Vincent.
Tausk added his third and
fourth goals with 16 minutes and
five minutes left in the match off
of assists from Knott and freshman back Jim Peterson.
The Falcons inability to score
was heightened by the lack of
shots on goal BG took 15 shots
but Haack was credited with
just three saves.
"We had some nice play combinations, but we'd dominate
play for ten minutes then come
up without a goal," Palmisano
said."Everything went for
(Western) Michigan today - and
nothing went for BG."
The Falcons, whose record fell
to 3-10-4, travel to Mt. Pleasant,
Mich., tomorrow to take on the
Central Michigan Chippewas.
Falcon Notes - Senior co-captains Mark Jackson and Drew
Dawson will be playing their
final games in a BG soccer uniform Saturday against Miami... Jackson needs 10 more
points to catch Neil Ridgway's
career scoring mark of 107
points.
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by Mi McSheny
sports reporter

Bowling Green's men's and
women's cross country teams
both came away with third
place finishes at the MidAmerican Conference
Championships Saturday, but
their performances were
quite different from what
most people around the MAC
BG women were expected to be In a two-team
race with Western Michigan,
while the Falcon men, who
were sixth-place finishers
last year and have been
struggling this year, were not
supposed to be much of a
threat for the top spot.
"You never know what's
going to happen at the MAC,"
BG's coach Sid Sink said.
Sink's comment could not
have been more true for the
Falcon women, who finished
second last year and were
champions the four previous
seasons. This year's meet,
which was held at Ohio University in Athens, was proof
of bis statement.
"We're disappointed, but
all of our runners competed
well," Sink said. "Second
place was reachable, but
things just didn't work out."
THE WOMEN harriers lost
second place by just four
points to Eastern Michigan,
the race's "surprise team".
Sink, however, knew that
EMU was a much improved
squad from the beginning of
the season.
"We ran against them
(EMU) last weekend and we
knew that they would be a
real challenger '* Sink said.
The final standings had
Western Michigan the winner
with 47, followed by EMU 77,
BG 83, Miami 105, Central
Michigan 142, Ball State 145,
OU 151, Kent State 169, and
Toledo 224.
Individually, the showdown
between WMtTs Kayla Skelly
and BG's Sara Collas lived up
to its billing. In the end, however, Skefly came out the
winner inl7:07, with Collas
finishing the 5,000 meters in
17:19 for second place.
Other BG finishers included
Lori Grey seventh, Jill Soster
19th, Carrie Erickson 26th,
and Kathy Kabicki 34th. Grey
and Collas earned All-MAC
honors by finishing in one of

the top twelve places, but
Sink was especially Impressed with Grey's performance.
"I think she ran her best
race ever (her time was
18:04)," Sink said. "She was
especially impressive in passing six or seven people in the
last 150 yards."
THE FALCON men, led by
senior captain Tom Franek,
had a fine outing this weekend In Athens. Although the
BG men did not win, they did
accomplish their goal - a' 'top
three" finish.
The final standings had Miami in first with (^followed
by EMU 76, BG 81, WMU 85,
CMU and OU tied at 91, BSU
170, and Toledo 219.
''We feel good about our
finish but we could have always done better," Sink said.
"If everything went together,
we might have challenged for
first."
Individually, Ron Johnson
of Miami captured the MAC
crown with a time of 30:44.
BG's top finishers were Franek and sophomore Todd
Nichols, who finished seventh
and twelfth respectively, thus
earning All-MAC honors.
"Nichols ran his best race
of the year and Franek just
ran great," Sink said. 'I'm
very proud of the year Tom
has had."
Sink noted, however, that
Franek could have run even
better than his time of 31:23.
According to Sink, Franek
was with the front pack
through almost four miles
when a Miami runner fell in
front of him causing Franek
to break stride.
Sink said the key to the
Falcons' strong finish was the
ability of his 'lop five" runners to do well in the second
part of the race. Dave Mora
(14th) and Mike Mckenna
(21st) turned in some noteworthy performances even
though they didn't have their
best races of the year.
"MORA JUST kept fighting
even though he wasn't having
a good race," Sink said. "And
McKenna really ran a gutsy
race for a freshman."
The future looks very
bright for the Falcon men
after their performance in the
MAC, according to Sink, and
he said the confidence displayed by the men in this
meet was the key to their
success.
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Redskins upset CMCI
104 yards on 29 rushes to lead the
Broncos.

(AP) - Defensive back Troy
White intercepted two Ron
Fillmore passes, the last as time
ran out, to help Miami preserve
a 19-14 victory over Central
Michigan. The loss eliminated
CMU from Mid-American Conference title contention.
White's interceptions, both in
the last two minutes of the game
with the Chippewas inside the
Redskin 35, abruptly halted a
CMU comeback launched by
backup quarterback Marcelle
Camithers.
MU Jumped to a quick 14-0
lead in the first quarter on a 2yard run by Tom Graham and
an 8-yarder by George Swam,
who had his 12th career 100-yard
game. Swam finished with 127
yards on 39 carries in the conCMU's Tony Brown topped off
an 90-yard, 11-play drive with
six minutes to go in the half to
rl the Chippewas to within 14But Miami closed the firsthalf scoring with 7 seconds left
on the clock as Gary Gussman
kicked a 47-vard field goal
THE REDSKINS sol their final score midway through the
third quarter when punter Brian
McPherson fumbled a snap and
was swamped in the end zone on
his recovery.
With leading pass receiver
John DeBoer out with a knee
injury suffered in the second
quarter, Chippewa coach Herb
Deromedi substituted Camithers for the pass-minded
Fillmore on a rain-slickened
field following a Roger Bears
interception.
Camithers directed the Chippewas 57 yards in 13 plays,
capped by a 1-yard touchdown
run by Lance Brown with 3:16
left in the game.
But White dashed CMU's
hopes with a pair of interceptions of Fillmore passes in the
closing minutes.
Led by junior running back
Jesse Owens' 196 yards on 40
carries, Ohio University defeated Kent State 33-23.
OU made the first three scores
of the game, building up a 17point lead in the first quarter
before Kent quarterback Steve
Poth managed a 3-yard run for a
touchdown near the end of the
quarter.
,

BOBCAT QUARTERBACK
Dennis Swearingen, who passed
for 202 yards and two touchdowns, began the scoring with a
7-yard run.
Later, Swearingen threw an
18-yard pass to Tom
nolle and an 18-yard pass to Bill
Seder for touchdowns. However,
one of Swearingen's passes was
intercepted by Tony Wells for a
34-yard touchdown run.
Despite OU's early domination of the game, KSU outscored
the visitors 13-7 after halftime.
While Owens failed to get in
the end zone, the rushing performance of the former Akron Central Hower High School standout
was by far the best of the day,
easily outdistancing KSU running back Claude Vera's 58
yards on 18 carries.
The win before a sparse crowd
of 5,152 was the first ever for
Ohio Coach Cleve Bryant, who
began his career as a head
coach this season after a stint as
an assistant coach for the New
England Patriots of the National
Football League.
Western Michigan University
took advantage of two errors by
Toledo punter Pete Cochran to
down the Rockets 18-13.
Cochran, a freshman, dropped
the snap on his first punt attempt and fell on the ball at his
own 14 yard line. Bronco running back Otis Cheatem carried
the ball over from the two to
give WMU a 7-0 lead with 2:30
left before the half.
ONE MINUTE after the
touchdown, Cochran's punt was
blocked ut of the end zone for a
safety by Terry Lewis to give
the Broncos a 9-0 halftime advantage.
Early in the second half, John
Creek added a 28-yard field goal
to put WMU up 124, and despite
touchdowns by Dave Rohrs and
Kelvin Farmer, UT was unable
to overcome the 12-point deficit.
Farmer led the Rockets with
121 yards on 21 carries, while
17801Cheathem scampered for

Gary Patton rushed for two
fourth-quarter touchdowns as
Eastern Michigam rallied from
an 18-point deficit to beat Ball
State 27-24.
Patton, who rushed for 90
yrads for the game, scored on a
9-yard run to bring the Hurons
within five points at 24-19. His
touchdown was set up by Joe
Palka's recovery of Burt Austin's fumble.
EMU later moved 74 yards in
six plays for the winning touchdown, which Patton scored on a
29-yard run with 4:07 left in the
game. MidAmerican Confer mc« Standing*
MAC
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Players of week
Running back Jesse Owens ot
Ohio University has been named
Mid-American Conference offensive player of the week, and
tackle Mark Garalczyk of Western Michigan has been named
player of the week on defense.
Owens, a junior from Akron,
ran for 196 yards in 40 carries in
OU's 33-23 victory over Kent
State. The number of carries
and yards rushing were conference highs for the season.
Garalczyk, a senior from
Roseville, Mich., was credited
with 13 tackles, including six for
losses of 31 yards, in Western
Michigan's 18-13 victory over
Toledo.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
_ not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

RSA

Member of the Month

Lindsay Dent
Congratulations

Falcons drop two matches
by Tom SkemMtz
•potts reporter

The term "Home, Sweet
Home" certainly didn't apply
to the Bowling Green volleyball team.
BG dropped two matches to
Central and Eastern Michigan last weekend in the supposedly friendly confines of
Anderson Arena. The losses
lowered the Falcons' home
record to a disappointing 4-7.
The Falcons' had previously won three games in a
row - all on the road.
BG goes into tonight's home
match against Dayton with a
5-10 Mid-American Conference record and 9-12 record
overall.
Despite beating EMU earlier in the season in Ypsilanti,
Mich., BG could not capitalize at the right moments to
overtake the Hurons. EMU
defeated the Falcons 7-15,1513, M5 and 15-17.

BG coach Denise Van de
Walle said the Falcons made
the mistakes at the wrong
times.
"WE DIDN'T get the
breaks we needed," Van de
Walle said. "We made errors
at the critical times. Eastern
made fewer mistakes."
BG's biggest problem came
at the net, where the Falcon
hitters made 20 errors, droppins their hitting percentage
to .335. EMU, now 6-8 in the
MAC and 14-12 overall, finished 200 points higher with a
.535 hitting percentage.
The loss diminished an excellent performance by Jo
Lynn Williamson. Williamson
finished with a season-high 23
kills and four service aces.
The Junior also added 14 digs
to complement her improving
defensive play.
But Huron spikers Bonnie
Covey and Lisa Henderson
proved to be too much for BG
posting .714 and .826 hitting

Bsrcentages, respectively,
ancy Rademacher and Lisa
Hayes combined for 36 digs to
lead EMU'S defense.
CMU gave good reason for
being in second place in the
MAC with a 11-2 record. The
Chippewas bounced BG 15-4,
Although the Chippewas
left Anderson Arena with an
awesome .722 hitting percentage, Van de Walle said the
Falcons could have beaten
them.
"We missed a golden opportunity to knock them off, but
we dldnt play well," Van de
Walle said. "We played a
very flat match. No matter
what change or subbing I
made, everything went
wrong."
The Falcons can still improve over last seasons 14-16
record with four wins in their
last five games, though.

Iowa band ruins hotel room
IOWA CITY Iowa (AP) - The
owner of a Columbus, Ohio, hotel says the University of Iowa
Hawkeye marching band held
an all-night party Saturday and
"just trashed the whole place,"
and that he's never going to host
another college marching band
again.

N.E. Franczak, president and
general manager of the University Hilton Inn at Columbus, said
the band members didn't break
anything, but their noisy party
kept other guests up all night
and left a general mess.
"It's more clean-up stuff,
pizza boxes, beer bottles," be
said.
Franczak said that several
guests, annoyed by the all-night
party noise, refused to pay their
bills Sunday morning. He said
be intends to total the bills and
send them to U of I President

James O. Freedman.
"I Just hope that our people,
when they go to Iowa, don't act
that way," Franczak said.
Band Director Morgan Jones,
who said 280 band members
made the trip to Columbus for
the Iowa-Ohio State football
game, said be was not aware of
any damage done to the hotel
and that the only complaint be
got was from a security guard

who wanted help getting students to their rooms.
"They were making noise,
which is to be expected when one
books a group," Jones said.
But Jones added that he's not
excusing the behavior of some of
the band members.
"I'm sorry that we messed it
up, but was happy that there
was no physical damage to the
property itself," be said.
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Bowling Green Republicans —
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Bruce evaluates his position at OSCI
COLUMBUS (AP) - Two days
after what be called his biggest
coaching victory at Ohio State,
Coach Earle Bruce yesterday
responded to criticism of his
coaching personality, tactics
and record.
"I think you get respect (in
this job) when you
retire or quit.
Or get fired,'1 he said. '-The
incumbent coach at Ohio State is
never respected. That's why
they have called (Ohio State)
the graveyard of coaches."
Bruce, speaking at his weekly
media luncheon, praised his
team's performance in Saturday's 22-13 upset over No.lrankedlowa.

He said that tailback Keith
Byars' sore right foot, which
kept him out of the Iowa game,
will be evaluated each day this
week for playing time against 3S Northwestern, Saturday's opponent.
Bruce was asked if Saturday's
win, one of the biggest in his
seven years at Ohio State, would
give turn the respect he was due.
"WHAT BUILDS respect?"
asked Bruce, who has the best
record (63-17) of any Big Ten
coach during his Ohio State tenure. "I've been going to these
(Ohio State) games for a long
time, not only as a high school
football coach, but as an assis-

tant coach and as an outside
observer. And what they say
about the coach is something
else at Ohio State.
"In Columbus, Ohio, the coach
is not the thing to be. But... I
love my coaching Job, so I don't
really care. You cant please
them. No way can you coach to
please the people. You're only as
good as your last game and
sometimes you're not that good.
"I don't mean to preach on
that, but I've seen it for too
many years. Everybody tells me
about Coach (Woody) Hayes.
Well. I was here as an assistant
coach with Coach Hayes and I
was up in the stands when I was

control in the third period with
Iain Duncan scoring along with
Williams and Pineo's shorthanded goals.
York was more than happy to
see Kruzich back in the net. The
junior netminder stopped 35
shots in his first game in goal
since breaking a bone in his
hand two weeks ago.
THE WEEKEND belonged to
Wansbrough, though. The senior
added three assists to his goal
Saturday and stole the snow
Friday scoring two goals and
two assists.
Wansbrough's second period
goal was the 100th of his career
and pulled BG out of a 2-2 tie.
Wansbrough became only the
sixth Falcon to score 100 goals
and is on pace to score the most
points in BG history.
Although the bigger record is

still in the future for Wansbrough, he was glad to get the
pressure of scoring the 100th
goal off his back.
"It wasn't on my mind, but
everyone kept reminding about
it," Wansbrough said, "fin glad
it happened in the first game."
Last year's CCHA Rookie of
the Year, Paul Ysebaert. and
McKee added a goal and two
assists each for the Falcons,
while the Buckeyes were paced
by Dan Wilhelnrs two goals and
Eric Furland's two assists.

a high school coach and I heard
all of the things about Coach
Hayes when I was out at Iowa
State.
"So it hasn't changed in Columbus, Ohio. And it's not going
to."
Ohio State forced five critical
turnovers against the top-rated
Hawkeyes in what Bruce called
"truly one of the finest victories
I've ever been associated with."
"We have got to have pride,
because we can determine our
own destiny if we win, win,
win," said Bruce. "Obviously,
that won't be easy."

Hockey
• Continued from page 7
second period put the Falcons
ahead 4-3 and turned a close
game into BG's favor.
The goal was especially redeeming for Flichel. who bad
earlier missed two golden opportunities with BG down 3-2.
"In a dose game you have to
put those chances home. If you
don't, you'll lose," Flichel said.
"I was very happy to get that
goal"
BG took the early lead with
first period goals coming frcm
Jamie Wansbrough and Pineo.
But Jeff Madill putthe Buckeyes
ahead 3-2 in the second period,
scoring twice off goaltender
Gary Kruzich.
Brian McKee's power play
goal from the blue line tied the
score at 3-3 and started a string
of five consecutive BG goals.
After Flichel's goal, BG took
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minutes."
He added, "Our offense is
having problems scoring, but
we have to take some of the
pressure off them."
In 1964, the Browns' defense allowed the least yardage in the American Football
Conference of the National
Football League. In this season, they have yielded the
fewest points in the conference.
Still, the defense has allowed the opponent to march
for a winning score in the
dosing minutes in 11 of the
last 24 regular-season games.
During that same span, the
defense nas preserved a lategame lead only three times.
PITTSBURGH HAD to
move only 44 yards in two
plays for a third-quarter
touchdown. Three plays before Walter Abercrombie's
32-yard touchdown run,
Brown quarterback Bernie
Kosar took a 12-yard loss on a
third-down play when, in the
shotgun formation, he didn't
see the snap from center
Mike Baab.
Kosar's attention was on
referee Bob Frederic, as they
were discussing the crowd
noise which made it difficult
for the Browns to hear Kosar's signal calling.
"What happened is that a
cadence process goes on,"
Schottenheirner explained.
"Part of what is said by the
quarterback is 'set.' At that
point, the crowd din went
down a little, and Bernie said
'set.' But then the din came
on again.
"Bernie turned (towards
Frederic). Mike heard 'set'
and snapped the ball. I don't
fault either one. I have to
prepare them better."

BEREA, Ohio (AP) - The
statistics might show the
Cleveland Browns as having
a top-notch defense, but the
defense has failed to hold the
opposition in the final minutes of too many games.
Coach Marty Schottenheirner
acknowledged yesterday.
"You just can't give people
chunks of yardage in situations like that/' Schottenheirner said, discussing the
National Football League
team's 104 loss on Sunday to
the Pittsburgh Steelera. The
loss leaves the Browns 0-16 at
Three Rivers Stadium.
Gary Anderson's 25-yard
field goal with nine seconds
left capped a 73-yard drive
and left all four Central Division teams - Cleveland, Pittsburgh, the Cincinnati Bengals
and the Houston Oilers - with
4-5 records.
The defeat was Cleveland's
third straight. The first was a
21-20 loss when the Los Angeles Raiders scored with 29
seconds left.
"The fact is that it has
happened," Schottenheirner
continued. "I'm sure it's on
our guys' minds. But I don't
think it affects their play.
They continue to play aggressively and go after people."
THE PROBLEM, exaggerated by an anemic offense,
has got Eddie Johnson, the
defensive co-captain, worried.
"In the fourth quarter we
(the defense) are not winning
games," the linebacker said.
"We're not creating the turnover. We're a good defensive
football team for 59 minutes
and 59 seconds. But if you lose
the football game in the last
second, it's not worth a thing.
We have to do it for the full 60
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TAKE HISTORY.
HISTORY.
Look for the Great Peace March representative on
campus today.
The Groat Peace March YESI Card
□
□
O
□

Yts! I want to
Yaa' I want to
Yas'Endow!
Yaa11 want to

'

' Production Schedukd for Dec. 11, Joe E Brown Theatre

Now, choose the eye color
that's just right for you.

Be the generation to abolish nuclear weapons everywhere.
Join The Great Peace March.

No one under the age of 30 has ever lived free from the
threat ol nuclear war. Millions believe that they will die in a
nuclear war within the next ten years.
■ There comes a time in history when young people must
take a stand and become the conscience ol the nation Students
can make the difference.
On March 1st, 1966. you can take a stand by being one of
live thousand people who will leave schools, homes, jobs, and
families to walk from Los Angeles to Washington. D.C Ws will
walk 15 miles a day. 255 days. 3,235 miles. Our one goal: global
nuclear disarmament. Nothing less.
We need you to make it happen. We need you to create a
citizens movement so massive that world leaders will have no
choice but to abolish nuclear weapons.
II you're eighteen or over, in good physical condition, and
ready to devote nearly a year of your life to peace, then step
forward. Help turn hope into history.
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your bant while Improving your vision. Of court*, the only
way to find out how good you'll look is to try on o pair
of NaturalTini lenses for yourself. Call ut today for on
appointment.
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Soviets ship arms to Nicaragua via Cuba
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Soviet Union, after an unexplained slowdown In deliveries
of military hardware to Nicaragua, has stepped up such shipments in recent months and is
now trans-shipping cargo
through Cuba, government
sources said yesterday.
Intelligence officials still don't
have a clear picture of what type
of hardware is arriving in Nicaragua, one source said, but there
have been indications over the
past two weeks of new ship-

ments involving trucks and
tanks.
And last week, the source
said, a U.S. supersonic spy plane
flew over Cuba and confirmed
that cargoes were being removed from Soviet and Bulgarian ships and transferred to
Nicaraguan freighters.
"That's a new wrinkle, but
there have also been some Soviet ships going direct to Nicaragua this tall,' said the source,
who requested anonymity.
"We don't know what all is

there (in the shipments), but the
point is that there has been a
resumption of Soviet arms deliveries since a gap that started
late last year, the source said,
THE SOURCE refused to discuss a published report that the
SR-71 Blackbird reconnaissance
plane that flew over Cuba last
week was fired on from the
ground with Soviet-made surface-to-air missiles.
"We know the Cubans
scrambled some planes, but
they didn't get close,'' the

source said. "Our plane wasn't
in any danger."
A second source, at the Pentagon, said the pilot of the spy
plane "had an indication of radar detection" by the Cubans,
"but we don't know if they fired
any missiles."
The Washington rimes reported yesterday that an SR-71
flew over Cuba twice last Thursday night to take surveillance
photographs of the port at Mariel.
"The supersonic craft with

highly sophisticated cameras
was fired on by Soviet-made
SAM missiles, but the plane
returned to its U.S. base unharmed," the paper quoted unidentified sources as saying.
The SR-71 is capable of flying
more than 2,000 miles per hour
at an altitude of more than 80,000
feet.
At the White House, spokesman Larry Speakes would not
comment on the report directly,
but he charged that there has
been a "steep increase" in mili-

Gubernatorial bids closed

'Star Wars' on hold
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
United States will not erect its
"Star Wars" shield against
nuclear weapons until America's missile arsenal is abolished. However, the White
House took pains yesterday to
explain that the United States
will not disarm unilaterally
and would expect the Soviet
Union to scrap its weapons
also.
In an interview published
yesterday in Moscow, barely
two weeks before his summit
in Geneva with Mikhail Gorbachev, Reagan firmly linked
deployment of Star Wars with
nuclear disarmament.
"We won't put this weapon,
or this system, in place, this
defensive system, until we do
away with our nuclear missiles, our offensive missiles,"
Reagan said. "But we will
make it (Star Wars technology) available to other countries, including the Soviet
Union, to do the same thing."
Reagan's statement sugCedfor the first time that
Wars technology would
not be deployed until U.S.

Democrats hope to quiet claims of GOP dominance
Democratic candidate Gerald
Baliles and Republican Wyatt
Durrette sealed their case to
voters in Virginia's gubernatorial race yesterday, the Democrat bidding to lead a historic
statewide sweep that also would
quiet GOP claims of a nationwide political realignment.
In the nation's other featured
race in off-year elections, heavily favored New Jersey Gov.
Thomas Kean wrapped up his
bid for a second term against
Democratic Essex County Executive Peter Shapiro.
Baliles, running atop a ticket
that includes a black candidate
for lieutenant governor and a
woman contender for attorney
general, capped his campaign
with a tribute to his rival. "He
may be an opponent but he is not
my enemy, said the man with
the lead in all the final, published pre-election polls.
Durrette began his final campaign day standing under a

"Reagan-Bush '84" umbrella
and greeting commuters in the
rain in suburban Virginia outside Washington. From there, he
went to the White House for a
private, four-minute meeting
with President Reagan.
"HE EXPRESSED his confidence in me and his support for
me in this election," Durrette
said after the session, which was
closed to photograhers.
Even Democrats conceded
Kean was the heavy favorite in
New Jersey, and the GOP, hoping to capitalize on his popularity, has invested well over $1.5
million in a bid to capture control of the state Assembly. Democrats hold a 44-36 edge in the
current assembly.
The two statewide races aside,
several of the nation's best
known mayors are seeking new
terms, including incumbents Ed
Koch in New York and Coleman
Young in Detroit. Both men are
expected to win easily, but the

competition is rated aa tougher
for Miami's Maurice Ferre and
Mayor Kathy Whitmire in Houston.
Party officials looking for national trends watched Virginia
and New Jersey most closely,
jockeying for a public relations
advantage even before Baliles
and Durrette, Kean and Shapiro
concluded their campaigning.
Democrats conceded Kean's
overwhelming popularity, and
said their "historic" ticket
made Virginia the state to watch
for a national trend.
Sharing the slate with Baliles
were State Sen. Douglas Wilder,
a candidate for lieutenant governor seeking to become the first
black elected to statewide office
in Virginia, and Del. Mary Sue
Terry, running for attorney general In a bid to become the first
woman elected statewide. Wilder's opponent is State Sen. John
Chichester, while Del. W.R.
"Buster" O'Brien is the GOP

candidate for attorney general.
DEMOCRATIC CHAIRMAN
Paul Kirk said a victory in Virginia, coming after last summer's close Democratic triumph
in a special congressional race
in Texas, would prove his party
"had stopped the bemorrhaging" that was evident in last
year's 4>state victory by Reagan.
It would be "another signal
that the claimed realignment
has not been proven. Kirk
added. He said the race "comes
in an area where Republicans
claimed the greatest
movement," and noted that
Reagan has campaigned personally for Durrette.
GOP chairman Frank Fahrenkopf Jr., held out hopes for a
two-state Republican victory,
and said if the voters provide
one. "it is an indication that this
realignment process is continu-
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3rd floor. Union
372-2343
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discussion on

HUMAN RIGHTS
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Rhea Diamond

Hair, Skin and Nail Designers
352-4101
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-political activist

WHILE INSISTING that
Reagan's comments were
clear on the point, Speakes
said Star Wars would be deployed even if Moscow refused to go along with
disarmament and the United
States felt it had to keep its
missiles.
"Certainly, if we get the
technology we'd be prepared
to deploy it," Speakes said.
"But first, we'd express a
willingness to discuss it with
the Soviets and others, about
sharing." He accused the
press of trying to "play
games" about what Reagan
actually said.

3he tjtfwumfjement

serving liquor * b»»t Sunday

^

nuclear weapons are dismantled, but White House
officials insisted that was not
the case.
Presidential spokesmen
Larry Speakes and Edward
Djerejian said Star Wars,
known in the administration
as the Strategic Defense Initiative, envisions reducing
nuclear weaponry in stages
as components of the defense
system are installed.
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Leaving Union Oval on
November 7, 1985 at 6 p.m.
leaving Tony Packos at 9 p.m.

tary shipments from the Soviet
Union to Nicaragua.
"ITS IMPORTANT to note
that renewed military build-up
coincides with the Sandinistas'
crackdown on civil liberties and
a military offensive against a
military resistance in Nicaragua," Speakes said.
The United States has long
made clear its concern over
Soviet shipments of military
cargo to Nicaragua. But the
Sandinistas, in turn, say their
military build-up is a necessity.
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-speaker from the recent anti-apartheid rally in Toledo
-union activist

Thursday

November 7,1985
515 Life Science Building

8:30 p.m.

This event is free
and open to the public
Sponsored by L.A.G.A.
(the Lesbian and Gay Alliance)

0MICR0N DELTA KAPPA,
NATIONAL LEADERSHIP
HONOR SOCIETY,
APPLICATIONS FOR
MEMBERSHIP ARE
AVAILABLE IN THE
FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
U.A.O. Office
110 Administration Bldg.
Student Activities &
Orientation Office
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Agenda finalized
Summit to focus on nuclear disarmament
MOSCOW (AP) - Secretary
of State George Shultz met
with Soviet Foreign Minister
Eduard Shevardnadze for
nearly eight hours yesterday
to plan the agenda for this
month's U.S.-Soviet summit
meeting, which is expected to
focus on arms control.
Shultz arrived with a letter
from President Reagan to
Soviet Leader Mikhail Gorbachev, but its contents were
not disclosed.
Shultz and Shevardnadze
talked from noon, through a
"working lunch," until about
7:40 p.m. at the elegant Foreign Ministry annex.
Rozanne Ridgway, U.S. assistant secretary of state for
European affairs, refused to
characterize the meeting or
say whether progress was
made.
"We went through the
whole agenda and everything
on it," she said.
Shultz is to meet today with
Gorbachev, whose call for a
50 percent reduction in American and Soviet nuclear weapons was followed by a new
ILS. arms control offer announced by Reagan last
Thursday.

Shultz planned to hold a
news conference after meeting with Gorbachev and depart Moscow tonight, said
Ridgway and Bernard Kalb,
the State Department spokesman.
SHULTZ TOLD reporters
before arriving in Moscow
that the United States and
Soviet Union were still "quite
a difference apart" on strategic arms control issues.
As outlined by a senior U.S.
official Sunday in Helsinki,
where Shultz prepared for his
Moscow mission, the U.S.
proposal calls for a ceiling on
American and Soviet strategic bombers and a freeze on
deployment of medium-range
nuclear missiles in Europe.
The Soviets have announced that they have frozen
deployments and even made
reductions in the number of
medium-range missiles in the
European part of the Soviet
Union.
Shultz said in a brief airport
arrival statement that recent
discussions with Shevardnadze in the United States
were "candid and productive." Shevardnadze, who

met the secretary at the airport, did not make any remarks.
Shultz was accompanied by
10 U.S. officials, including
Robert McFarlane, the national security adviser; Paul
Nitze, the principal U.S. arms
control adviser, and Arthur
Hartman, the U.S. Ambassador to Moscow.
REPRESENTING THE Soviets along with Shevardnadze were Deputy Foreign
Minister Georgy Kornienko;
arms control expert Yuli
Kvitsinsky; the Soviet ambassador to Washington,
Anatoly Dobrynin, and eight
other officials.
It was not immediately
known whether Shultz and
Shevardnadze had discussed
the situation in Kabul, Afghanistan, where a Soviet soldier entered the U.S.
Embassy on Friday. The embassy was subsequently
ringed by Soviet and Afghan
troops. The soldier was reported to have left the embassy yesterday after talking
with US. and Soviet officials.

Firm losses guised: official
WASHINGTON (AP) - ESM
Government Securities Inc. provided Home State Savings Bank
of Cincinnati with at least $13
.million from I960 to 1983 through
the guise of one-day "paper
trades," ESM's court-appointed
receiver told Congress yesterday.
Thomas Tew told the House
Energy and Commerce investigations subcommittee that the
move was an apparent bid by
the Fort Lauderdale, Fla., securities firm to ensure Home State
would continue to supply collateral.
ESM, which was shut down
March 4, had taken Home State
and other collateral, mostly government securities, and used it
to borrow from short-term lenders, some of whom did not physically collect the securities,
according to Tew. He said that
his calculations showed that in
1980, ESM was insolvent and
Home State was facing insolvency.
"It became clear that it was
imperative that in exchange for
the excess collateral that was
being delivered by Home State
to ESM, that ESM do something
very dramatic for Home State,

Tew said.
"WHAT ESM did for Home
State was enter into a series of
no-equity, no-risk paper trades
that in essence guised a transfer
of funds to Home State for the
period 1980 to 1983 in the sum of
at least $13 million and reported
on Home State's books at almost
$15.9 million," Tew said.

result was they could maintain
their net worth."
GERALD DRAPER, a Columbus, Ohio, attorney for Warner,
declined to comment on Tew's
testimony. Calls to Hugo Black
Jr., Warner's Miami, Fla., attorney, were not returned.
Warner declined an invitation to
testify before the subcommittee.

Tew said that during the period, Home State owner Marvin
Warner received more than $1.7
million in profits from the trades
and former Home State President Burton Bongard received
more than $2.3 million.
Tew, who is involved in court
cases over ESM, said all but one
of Bongard's 54 day trades were
profitable.

ESM was closed by the Securities and Exchange Commission
on March 4 because it could not
meet its financial obligations.
Disclosure that Home State had
extensive dealings with ESM led
to a depositors'^ run on Home
State and its closing March 9.

Warner's 37 trades "All were
winners," Tew said.
Tew said that without the day
trades, Home State would have
had a net worth of negative $11
million in 1962 and negative $9
million in 1983.
"ESM was getting the excess
collateral it was using to stay
afloat," said Tew. "(And) Home
State was able to report significant earnings. The operating
losses were masked by these noequity trades, so that the net

The collapse of Home State,
which lost $145 million when
ESM closed, triggered runs by
depositors at other thrifts. Gov.
Richard Celeste's on March 15
temporary closed 69 privately
insured Ohio savings and loans.
Tew detailed ESM's financial
history, which centered around
three savings and loan institutions.
Unity Savings Association of
Chicago provided more than $50
million in excess collateral to
ESM in the early 1960s, Tew
said.
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Rocky ,,&.. Rococo!

Tickets can be reserved by calling 372-2719 or 372-2222
or purchased at the door on the night of the performance

Before Thanksgiving, ask yourself:
IS YOUR FASHION IMAGE COMPLETE?
You have the New Clothes but
what about your Hair?

"I told our squad in
August that if we
defeat Toledo we
will win the MAC
Championship."
—Denny Stolz

HAVE YOUR HAIR
LUMINIZED
• Luminize Conditioning Hair Lift lifts all shades of natural hair color
one or two shades
• Contains NO haircolor or dye
• Takes only 15 minutes
• Cost $15 or $10 with a haircut

AVAILABLE NOW AT

To guarantee yourself
admission to the biggest game
of the year, you must
exchange your All-Sports
Pass in advance at the
Memorial Hall Ticket Office.

(HAIP GALLERY)
143 I. WOOSTER • rear entrance
(Behind BJ's Food Emporium)
352-HAIR

Resident Student Association
would like to thank
Student General Admission
tickets are on sale early and
must be purchased in advance
to assure yourself a seat. One
ticket per BGSU student I.D.

DAVE RICE
for all his help
with snake dance and
KSU/BGSU game ball ride

Near orange and Support the Falcons
on their way to the MIC Championship
;
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Soviet spy re-defects News Briefs

Court clears way for new libel trial against Ohio paper

WASHINGTON (AP) - ViUly
Yurcfaenko, a high-level Soviet
KGB officer who defected to the
West in August, has re-defected
to the Soviet Union, a spokesman for the Senate Intelligence
Committee said yesterday.
The spokesman, Dave Holliday, said he was told by the
Central Intelligence Agency
about Yurchenko's change of
heart. The Soviet Embassy in
Washington called a news conference late yesterday afternoon
and said Yurchenko would appear there.
CIA spokeswoman Patti Volz
refused to confirm or deny the
report.
yurchenko, 50, was described

as the No. 5 man in the KGB, the
Soviet intelligence service, at
the time he defected in Rome in
early August. According to U.S.
government sources, he served
as first secretary of the Soviet
embassy in Washington from
1975-80 and oversaw KGB intelligence operations in the United
States.
The sources said Yurchenko
had been undergoing extensive
interrogation by the CIA at an
undisclosed location in the
United States.
Acting on information he provided, U.S. authorities said they
learned that Edward Howard, a
former CIA employee, sold intelligence secrets to the Soviet

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court
cleared the way yesterday for a new libel trial
over 10-year-old charges against an Ohio newspaper by a high school wrestling coach.
The court let stand a ruling that Michael
Milkovich, former wrestling coach of Maple
Heights High School in Cuyanoga County, is not
a public figure and need not prove "actual
malice" to win his lawsuit against The Lake
County News Herald of Wllloughby.
Justices William Brennan and Thurgood

Union. Howard, a 33-year-old
economic analyst for the New
Mexico state legislature, vanished in early October while
under FBI surveillance.
U.S. GOVERNMENT sources
said Yurchenko identified another American who had been
working for the KGB. but no
arrests have yet resulted from
Yurchenko's information.
An arrest warrant issued on
Sept. 23 in Albuquerque charged
Howard with conspiracy to deliver national defense information to aid a foreign government.
Howard worked for the CIA
from 1981 to 1983, but left after
failing a polygraph exam,
sources said.

Flotilla lures wayward whale back to sea
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - After nearly a
month in waters well off its usual path, Humphrey the wayward whale headed for the freedom of the Pacific Ocean yesterday, lured
homeward by marine biologists playing the
flute-like sounds of feeding humpbacks.
As the 40-foot, 45-ton behemoth frolicked
eight miles from the end of its 3 Vweek freshwater journey, a flotilla of military and civilian
boats surrounded it to keep it moving toward
the open sea.

Court to rule on gay rights
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court, setting the
ge for a major gay rights
;, said yesterday it will
i whether the sexual activities of consenting homosexual
adults are constitutionally protected.
The justices said they will
review Georgia prosecutors' appeal of a ruling that, if upheld,
could undo the sodomy laws in
about half the states. Their ruling is expected by next July.
The court has not issued a
detailed ruling on the rights of
homosexuals since 1967, when it
said aliens found to be homosexual may be deported as people
"afflicted with a psychopathic
personality."
"This is potentially a momentous case, a watershed," said

Kathleen Wilde, the Atlanta lawyer for a man challenging
Georgia's sodomy law.
"We think the facts of this
case are very strong for us - no
money, no minors, no force involved and in the privacy of
one's own bedroom," Wilde
said.
MICHAEL HARDWICK, a
self-described practicing homosexual, was arrested by Atlanta
police in 1962 on charges of committing the crime of sodomy
with another man in his home.
Hardwick sued Georgia officials in 1963 to overturn the
sodomy law, even though prosecutors had decided not to seek
an indictment against him.
U.S. District Judge Robert
Hall threw out Hardwick's suit,

Marshall voted to hear arguments raised by the
newspaper's lawyers, but four votes are needed
to grant such review.
Writing for the two, Brennan said the lower
court's ruling "will stifle public debate about
important local issues."
Milkovich says he was libeled by a Jan. 8,
1975, column written by News Herald sportswriter Ted Diadiun, now executive editor. It
accused Milkovich and a former school administrator of lying during a court hearing.

Busloads of tourists and local whale-watchers gathered along the shore near the chilly,
fog-shrouded Golden Gate Bridge hoping to
catch a glimpse of Humphrey's exit.
Humphrey put on a snow for the audience,
leaping almost vertically out of the water and
swimming "playfully" in circles, said Hugh
Alabaster, spokesman for the Whale Rescue
Coordinatioon Center.
The whale tasted its first salt water in three
weeks on Sunday at Point Richmond.

Judge refuses to set bond for charged murderer

ruling that the constitutional
claims had been rejected by the
Supreme Court when it upheld
Virginia's sodomy law in 1976.

DAYTON (AP) - A Municipal Court judge
yesterday refused to set bond for a man
charged with killing five members of a west
side family, and one of the victims' relatives
told Sammy Moreland, "I hope you suffer."
Moreland, 31, who lived with the victims,
entered no plea as he was arraigned before
Judge Alice McCullom in a courtroom cleared
of aD but the victims' relatives, reporters and
police. The judge ordered Morelancf returned to
the Montgomery County Jail and set a preliminary hearing for Nov. 12.
Moreland faces five counts of aggravated
murder with death-penalty gun specifications

In that ruling, the justices
affirmed a lower court's decision that the state sodomy law
was constitutional but issued no
written explanation of the affirmance.
The Uth U.S Circuit Court of
Appeals reinstated Hardwick's
lawsuit by a 2-1 vote last May 21.
The Atlanta-based appeals
court said the Georgia law "infringes upon the fundamental
constitutional (privacy)
rights
of Michael Hardwick,-' and said
the law may be valid only if
state officials show a "compelling interest" in restricting such
rights.

and three counts of attempted aggravated
murder with gun specifications in the deadly
attack late Friday night.
Killed were Glenna Green, 46; her daughter,
Lana, 23; and her grandchildren, 6-year-old
Voilana Green, 6-year-old Datwan Talbott and
7-year-old Daytrin Talbott. Funeral services
for all five were set for Thursday.
Two other children, Glenna Talbott, 2, and
and Jia Green, 5, had improved from critical to
serious condition yesterday at St. Elizabeth
Medical Center. A third child, Dayron Talbott,
11, remained in serious condition at Miami
Valley Hospital.
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u^ "An Evening with Windham Hill
presenting: Michael Hedges, Darol Anger,
Mike Marshall and Liz Story
with special guest guitarist, John Jorganson
Monday, Nov. II, 1985, 8 p.m.
Kobocker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center
Reserved Seating Only

WINE SHOP
TAKE A BREAK FROM FAST FOOD
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1FREE
BREAKFAST ROLL
Limit 1 coupon per visit please

Exp. 11/5

Slop in and pick up one of oar Early Morning papers.

UnmalNeW

Music
festival

H#Bfi.

November 8 k 9, 1985
Cole* ol MuiKil Arts
Moore Mufcal Am Center
Bo»lmj Green State UnMnitv

* Plain Dealer
+U.S.A. Today

Monday-Saturday
1:00 a.m. - 12:00 Midnight

* Wall Street Journal
it
Toledo Blade
^Toledo
*BG News

* Sentinel Tribune
* Sunday AI.V. Times

May

10:00 a.m. ■ 1040 p.m.

Featured Performances 8 PM, Kob»cker Hall
. Nov. 8 — The Percussion Group/Cincinnati
\ Nov. 9 - "In Wilderness is the Preservation of the World," a
multimedia composition by Barton and Priscilla
McLean.
Come celebrate American Music Week with six concerts
highliahtinj the works of 35 guest composers.
For further information call:
419072-2183 or 419/372-2673

Across from Harshman Quad on Wooster St.

353-5731

TWO-FERS

All Day WU1 Night

Tuesday Special
one day only

Stirrup Pants
Asst. colors, fabrics

1/4 °«
open Tues. Eve. till 9:00

WORLD'S GREATEST APPETIZERS
Two for the Price of One

3L PoUr Puff

EVERY TUESDAY

525 RJr St.

€_

3-

110 N. MAIN

352-1092

Classifieds
'Nowmtw 6. 1S88

CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS
AssocayJon tor Career Women
Milling Tuee Nov 5. 7 30 pm. 104 BA
A fin— email ■ from Mart* Norman *■ be
Pong a makeover damp S— you ttiorel
ATTENTION: INTERIOR DESIGN MAJORS
ASTD Meeting - Tuesday November 5. at 7:30
pm In »• LMng Center ol Ilia Horn* Ec
Busang SHAKE* Bonnie Kan on »a«pepar
ATTENTION SELLING * SALE* MANAGEMENT CLUB MWfM: Mailing Wednesday
at 7 00 m ma Toon Room third Boor Union
BGSU SKATING CLUB
TONIGHT 8 to 10 p.m.
CE ARENA
Financial Management Association
MaaBng tma Wednoeday. 7 30. Rm 114BA
Check BuaaHn Board tor more into
FINANCIAL MGMT. ASSOC. • • *
Meeting Wed Nov 6 Spaakar TBA BA114.
7.30 pm
FOHO. MARATHON, XEROX WILL BE
THEREIN »IL YOVTThureday Novambar 7.
3.30 pm "EXPLORING PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES" Tha a your chance 10 meet 1
explore different companies & career Held
during an exciting & Informative career fair
Lanhart Baaroom. Al umvarsity students wetcoma
' • -tlTERNATIONAL BUSINESS' ■ ■ •
ASSOCIATION

BG News/November S, IMS 14

THERE WILL BE * RETREAT CEREMONY ON
NOV 8 AT 3:46 pm SPONSORED BY AFROTC H HONOR OF VETERAN'S DAY THE
RETREAT CEREMONY WILL BE HELD AT THE
UNIVERSITY FLAG POST

UOAI Tka UndanjraduaW
Ati aj hoktng a meets ig Wad Nov. 6 M
8:30 pm rt 102 Henna Hal Or. Qevran. School
of HPEH. vr» apeak on The Physical Bang

Rev-up yew anghes
and get psyched lor me
Qa—i PM/TM Road RaHy
COMNQNOV t

OsnGemsrl.
Lsat Thursday wss a lot ol run Wa learned what
rats can't do. and thai Alcatrsz Is not by New
Yak. fend ante n ay to help out mors Let's
gst together soon
Low, your B. Der.ee

ATTTTUOE ADJUSTMENT NtOHT
You always gat change beck
from your dots- on Tuaaosya
wsl drtnks - soil
MAIN ST
352-3703

ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT rwOHT
You efcveya get change back
Irom your obtar on Tuaaosya
wsl rjrnks — 50"
LstaM dsnos vkMos
MAM ST.
362-3703

• • 'WIN A TWP FOR TWO TO NY- • •
Sponsored by Financial Management Aaeoc. or
Mgmt On sen al weak a 30-4 30 r. BA Lobby
Spring Break n In. BAHAMAS Sstng trip from
Ft Lauderdale to Bahamas Sponsored by BO
SeSng Club Organusllunal meeting Thus.
Nov. 7 si »:00 p m . Room 300 Math/Science
For mors info OBJ:
Dave 372-8238 or Bonnie: 353-7501
WAMBNOTOH CENTER INTERNShW DON'T GRADUATE WITHOUT IT. ALL MAJORS - 12-15 HOURS CREDTT INFORMATION SESSION IS BEING HELD TODAY AT
1:3* PM, 2J1 ADMIN. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 2-8202

LOST- Set ol keys on Smurtette key ring
Please return, vary rnportanl CM 352-1172

Part an Alum DcaSr a Day pajs Dap.
Qraen Tarnbourlna Ough E of Mam
Buy Sal Used Afjuma 3-10 MWF

JOHHMN • JOHNSON, WTOl-TV, MtnPJLL LYNCH, RED ROOF INNS, XEROX.
These csmTpsTsse A many more wS be at the
oner (Mr. ■EXPIORWG PLACEMENT OPPOPTUNrnES" Thursday, Nov 7, 3:30 pm.
Lenhen Grand Bswoom Ftid out about eKCnmg
career opponunMsa s4th many oooipelllss.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS
profeeelonee, wrltton lor al nsHe
Very rassonabla 382-3744

Want to go to echoM out-ot-elete and pay Instate MUM? Find out how M a National
Student Eichenge Information session today
st SS0 a-HL, Ml AaVllaalefraBos..

Lost: EngMllll In a dark brown case
» found eel Pebble M 362-8128

CALLING ALL C AMI 11

PrnkMllunel secretarial aarvlcaa
Typing done rxoteeetonaiy
688-8846 Bowang Qrssn

Users ollhe Apple HSenee maaang Nov 5 8
Opm. 112 South Hal Demonetratjon of tha
Appta Mouse Open to al.

LOST AND FOUND

SERVICES OFFERED

Deb.
Thanks tori
my roomie

UNCLE SCOTTY Too Sides" m fantssK. and
awn ■ 1 dkln't wri wth mem. 1 rnana the
world to me. Sorry abut the CMfJnaw — but
poat-garne was greati Thanks tor tha brews.
Low, Momma

12 to ECAP Office. 108

You wt be noatied by Dec 3. Bane

S.O.S-W.
(Student Organization of Social Workers)
wa be meeting tonight. November 5. m Room
108 Hayes Hal al 6 00 p m Bnel but mportsnl
maaimB Pont tores* canned tjoode.

ROE AVAILABLE TO BOONE.
NORTH CAROUNA
DEPARTURE THURS . NOV 14
RETURN SUNDAY. NOV 17
PLEASE CALL USA AT 352-7234

CAROL LANCASTER.

The Bowling Green Public Relations Organization w* hold « meeting tonight at 7 30 pm in
207 1

Do you commute on F7S from Toledo or north
of Toledo? If so. I'm rtterested in sharing tha
ride 1 Okpaneea CM On [313) 243-8489

Conoart l-shrts and (srssys
pncea Free datatl Coamoa International. Box
43058. St Lout. MO 63143

US SCHOLARSHIPS FOR CITIZENS
ATTENTION Counselors end Students Thouemde ot SchofareNps I Grants lor cotsges go
unused etch school year Mora than 4 baton
doesrs • a Matli annuafy' Grades wt not be
the Issue For FREE htonnabon: Scholarships
t Loans Service. 468-35lh AVE. San Frandaco, CA. 94121.

OTF
(Parrow Third Ftorr)
Wa are the grilllll floor m dorm history'
Thinks tor making my 20m b-day so terrific'
(Dean t Brett, thanks tor making ma Super
Puker ol the week'l
I LOVE YOU ALLI - LOW

AUJSON.
TO THE BEST SISTER AND BEST FRIEND
ANYONE COULD EVER HAVE! THANKS FOR
ALWAYS BFJNG THEREII
LOVE. SUE
Auspex Concfastor Caesar
Who la ha A whets ha gonna do lo The Data
next? Pont be bashful Ask a Pat Pledge

■JOE NEEDED: To Rochester, NY
Thanksgiving break. Will help with
Cat Rhonos M 364-S445.

WE LOVE OUR ALPHA PLEDGES- THANKS
FOR ALL THE GREAT SURPRtSES AND MOTIVATION - WE ARE VERY PROUD—
^___
LOVE, YOUR SISTERS

ftodgera banner waa started a HUte bH Ms,
0M whan R was finished boy H looted greet
The Rodgsrs crew painted with all
of InMr iM'jrit,
They peirrled their heart! out tW

AYI Crstg SKA got a Uros
rm pretty happy about n
DaMwas OfTwCfOfl Ks»PP«sL

IOW

claimed n they
ALPHA XI DELTA
JAUMEAK
ISCOMtVO

BETSY YOUNG

"What's the moose tor?, Gee your ootors
I"
Law, Derwla A Tsmmy

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES ON
YOUR ENGAGEMENT TO TOM.
LOVE. DONNA AND CHUB
SF. JF, LF. MX, JJ

Hey Wendy Women. Wei Saturday waa maltha
Oegnnmg Watch out BG there are now two 21
year old women who are free ft legally able to
dm* Heavy 21st Birthday. Low. Your Ex

You are tha BEST!
Love. AvW
•Duariin Career Search Seminar"
STUDENT UNION

l part ol the neweet tratamrty forming.
A tua lelowarap of Christian men brought
together tor Service Nov. 7th, 8 00 p.m .
UCF. For more into cat Tim at 352-4892 or
Michael st 2-5004

WANTED

lACKC BUAS - CONGRATULATIONS ON
YOUR ALPHA PHI-PHI KAPPA TAU LAVAUERNO TO DAVE MERRY' WHAT A WONDERFUL

Female Roommate needed to lublseee apartmsnt for Spring Ssmester
I cal 354-7559

LOVE, YOUR SISTERS
JENNY CARROLL
MEV JEN. YOU'RE A WINNERI WE LOVE
YOUI ANO JOHN TOO!
THE BEARS

TVKtt tTjIiniLA ft M KEB£
PlfYJCe UAL ONLH EAT AT
r^W)bW.0& SHE'SMI
GO1MiTrR0WW/lS3«TOr
A STAGE.■ -/(HAS U6V|

1881 Dodge Omni 024 Hatchback. AM-FM.
sks new Goodyear al weather tree, runs wH.
good gaa iiJugi. Excetsnt ccrvjtJon inside
and out Hajh manga, but a reasonable once
$2,400. cat after 330 pa — ask tor Ed
364-3601
RED NEON "BUD" SIGN. 9" LETTERS. $50
WILL HANG IN WINDOW UME BEAN BAG
CHAIR $5 BLK FUR CHAISE LOUNGE (2
PASS) *40 LARGE TRI-COLORED VELOfi
BEAN BAG $15 * FOOD COUPON BOOK
$30. CHROME MEAT SLICE B $16 STORM
DR. $10 CAR RADIOS FORD. MOPAR,
AUCfOVOX. VERY REASONABLE CALL 3524580 BEFORE 10:00 PM

1979 Cemero Bennetts 3S0-V8. power stser
ng. brakee. wtndowa A doortocks. AC. cruise.
AM/FM stereo csssstle. 60.000 mass, no rust.
original gal owner since new. New tires A
Denary CM Cersn attar 5pm 334-4189.

SIGMA THETA EPStLON

M COED WALLYBALL ENTRIES DUE WED
NOV 8 BY 4:00 PM AT IM OFFICE. 108 REC
CENTER
Inasmural Tsrm Planner Swaepatakea-Don'1
lorget to tan m your entry form to IM office
before Nov 5. 1985 A chance to win a Ford
1 yr. tree tutaon

\.T5tPHurr:

1077 CAPRICE CLASSIC
HAS EVERYTHING
RUNS QBEAT/DEPENOABLE! WORK TRIPS.
HOME. ETC. ONLY $950 (OR OFFER) -CALL
354-5003 OO M ON IT WITH YOUR ROOM
MATES

'74 DODGE DART
$700 OR BEST OFFER
CALL 352-3149

LSAT-MC^T-GMAT-GRE
NTE-CPA REVtEW-NCLEX-RN
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
NO. 1 M TEST PREPARATION
(4ig) 636-3701 TOLEDO

HIWHOOSEY
THANK YOU FOR SMILING AND FOR MAKING
EVERY DAY WONDERFUL
LOVE ALWAYS THE BATTERHORN

Ok) you Was lam goodnight?

FOR SALE: 2 para ot used cross-oountry ska
• boots BEST OFFER
CUMMlUlM 372-1884

TV. BLACK ANO WHITE. RCA. 10", GOOD AS
NEW, MAKE OPTER, $s>»7»7 AFTER t P.M.

Wednesday. November 13 (B:30-4:30 PM)

(B^)^Mmsyse^^^ri^^\
KmiFT, irl GONC OUT OF
TDUN fOK, A WEEK. iO r*1
G0»*0 TO LE/M (K HC6
HttU WTH HSU... _-/WLl.
UM

See tie Broadway show Dae 8 al Toledo
Masonic Aud Submit a 1-2 page, typed assay

portaton provided.

LOST SUNGLASSES IN SILVER CASE
FINDER'S REWARD
CALL 3520572 EVENINGS

RIDES

TUCK.
Thanks tor a greet brthday' 1 lovM tha concert
and 1 had a tot of tun. Hope to do It again
Low. Jon

Shatzel

FkVi formal meeting Tuaaday. Novambar 5.
7:J0 p.m.. Assembly Room. 212 McFal CanMr Guael Spaakar Mr R E Smrth. CPA
President. TrmaWortd Shipping Services "E»ports, Importa. and International Trsnsports-" Al I B A members wia receive the* K>
card. Find out about tha IB A raffle
Tha World's Buelness It Our Butlnees"
Pan African Extravaganzat
Nov 8 6.00 pm A fan on South Atrlcs
Panel discussion
Nov. B. 5:30 pm African Dinner Guest
speaker Dr. Yakubu Saaha Topic United
NMtons 1 Emergent African Statee. Hope or
Mirage?

LOST: Katana denim jacket M Uptown. Mon
Oct 28 PLEASE return to Bath 2-1285
Reward

DOCTOR DAN-GLAD TO SEE YOU'RE INCREASMG YOUR PATIENT UST-HOW DO
YOU KEEP ALL THOSE AthXatNTMENTS?

experience by Nov

Ei'C mm pert-kme Income Essy sates Tramfig offered For interview oontect: C » F, P.O.
Boa 542, Bowing Green, OH 43402

Gouoh tor sale. EXCELLENT SHAPE Dart
turquoise oofor, S100 Cat after 8pm. 874
MW.

ThsrtUKjrvIng Cards
Jeane N Thtngt Open tonight M 8 00

explaining how you would benefit from tie

ALPHA XI DELTA
JAUBREAK
ISCOMtNG

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

birthday i I'm glsd you're
Low. Qomar

FsmHa rooanmsM nssdsd to lubUaai apt on
E Marry Sprtng Semester CM 362-1671

Close to campus. 0kj spwMent
Fits) hast A tea. Ss4-2»04.

KXXE BACHEYA LAVAUER? CCWGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
ALPHA PM-FUI LAVAUERWG TO OAN MOR
ROWWTTH LOVE. YOUR ALPHA PHI SISTERS

la t True You Can Buy Jeeps tor $44 through
tie US government? Gat the tacts today! Cat
1-312-742-1142 Ext 1794.

FOR RENT
SUBLEASE EFFICIENCY IMMEDIATELY
216 E. POERD 032 $170Vmtl
UtBBaa Included Cal 353 6805
Musi Sublease Large Apt tor Spring semester
Vary rsoa, own room, free nvambershlp to
Charrywood Heath Spa Cal Immedatsly
353-2504

Norvemokkvj fanwJa nssdsd to subtaats large
two bedroom, four parson apartment Cal 3638806.

HOUSE FOR RENT 4 BEDROOMS, CLOSE
TO CAMPUS AVAAABLE IMMEDIATELY
CALL 353 1 731 AFTER 6:00

WANTED: SUBLEASER FOR EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT NORTH SUMMIT ST., CALL
353-7302

Sublease large efficiency lor Spring ft Summer
Cal 362-7964 evenings
MUST SUBLEASE NICE APT TO FEMALE)
FOR SPRING SEMESTER 115/MTH > UTrL
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS 352-8943

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

T>0tnTElL\
ME THLYW.N
ALL AWE. I1
KNOU) BfTTER;

.Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

I^The BG News

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(BG News not responsible tor postal service delays)
RATES: per ad ate 60' per line, $1.80 minimum
50* extra per ad for bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

l
5
9
13
14

ACROSS
Type ol oonnat
Noveiiit Salon
Throaty sound
Russian range
Revoke a
legacy
15 Actress
Thompson
16 Going 10 see
Bus'
19 Stipend

39 Belore
3 Entertainer
to a poet
Danny
40 Gov employee
t Actor Waiiecn
41 District in
5 Reptile
NWOreaniand
6 Modernists
42 Blood Pretu
7 Comlarous tree
43 Oevolad
8 Forgetloi one
loiiowing
9 Hebrew lyres
44 Swap! and
10 Spy name
tjanera
11 Adams ol
46 Elephant Boy ol
music

?? H!" "I?"

., L"T* .«. «

« Chairman

22M..wn,y,ign,
23 Pear, moti*"
etai
24 Pineapple.

M0.d*.o.

W^.'"^'
1
mi
,.,.„«!,
<V£"'

oe.be.'
53Riwroi
NWF.ance

30 Competent
31 Position, al tea
,„ ,B# „.,„,.
34 Traooad
M cornwiMutur
40 po«_»ef
41 TVs
,j Aonorred
43 Conlining
places
44 I9ihcan

M

LToankT
Ban. bank or
S"° .
S'«0. 'o.ona

3

,=.,op ssr=~ ;gs- SS "-

NOTICE: The News will not be responsible tor error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please
come to 214 West Hall immediately it there is an error In your ad The news will not be
responsible lor typographical errors in classified ads tor more than two consecutive insertions.

SOHiiierHank
31 Church DOB
32 MP s pioblam
33 Farewell 10 a
•awn'
36 Olasi
37 Sign gaa

(LaarmMI
67 Crows'cousins
68 Poinl ol land
ooWM
, — p.,,,,
2 Heraldic
bearing

BLOW YOUR
FRIENDS UPI!

French pamie.
'J
46
.,
"

PREPAYMENT is required tor all non-university related business and individuals.
banaiiclor'
Peaceful
„,„,
26 Synthaliclabric

?<

Bring in any of your
favorite negatives and get
it blown up into a beautiful
8 x 10 color picture.

I IHcluit Place

27 Eaay

28 Paslry item
29 Alan ol TV

: University Union

38 Main artery

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Phone #

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

I

u

(For billing purposes only)

ii

Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type|

1

'

i

IP

C!*M 1— Krnmtm fa

"

w

1

1

1

W

"

I"

I

"

aana

1r •'

■" "

MPOJM

Can Days Evas S Weekends

3550 Secor Road

Toledo, OH 43606
(419) 536-3701

I■

110M 1

Mn«iiTittn(mTum»oi>ii

Concern Yourself
with Residence Hall Issuesl

Dates of Insertion .
Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hal BQSU
Bowing Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

m

1-

1"
■'

Classification In which you with your ad to appear
Campus S City Events*
Wanted
Help Wanted
Lost 4 Found
For Sale
Rides
For Rent
Services Ottered
^_
Personals
'Campus/City Event ads are published free of charge lor on* day for a non-profit event or meeting only.

•1

m 1

f

_

»

1

1"
1p IP

I"

11

'

u

1

1.

1

t

I

1!

i

I"

"
'
P

X

Total number of days

room carpeted apt. Close to campua.
« efatili Nov. 1 Cal 362-6822

Edited by Trade Mtrteri Jiff*

Call Issues Hotline 2-8165

J

Mondays and Wednesdays 4-5 p.m
—By Resident Student Associa
Association

ELECT

JOSEPH L. CORRAL
COUNCIL AT LARGE

"Because he

really
wants to serve!'

Potd IV by Carrol for Council Commlttae: Ahrln Perkins, David Eleaee. Iruca Mtard. Potrklo McOinnte; 394 $. Ent«»prlsa. Bowling Green.
Pollllcol Advortlsamenl

